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Electronic 
Accessories 

A great new VHS VCR Head Cleaner* And a 
T-120 VHS Blank Video Tape. Plus a VCR 

Dust Cover... and a clear VHS Tape Storage Cover! 
They're all here in this beautifully -packaged 

Universal VHS VCR Care Kit by Zenith ...and available 
individually, too. All proudly bearing and backed by Zenith, a name 
renowned for product performance and reliability. 

And they're available from your Zenith distributor now, these 
new Universal VHS VCR Care Kits...and ready for delivery to 
heads -up service techs alert tc the money to be made in the 
video accessory business. 

Don't wait. Order your Universal VHS VCR Care Kits from 
your Zenith distributor now so you'll have them on hand for 
add-on sales to VHS VCR owners at Christmas time...and 
enough to start the New Year right in the VHS VCR after -market 
that's going like gang -busters. 

Call your Zenith distributor's Parts & Accessories Sales Manager 
now and tell him Santa sent you for your share of 
his supply of Universal VHS VCR Care Kits by Zenith! 
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4 
Good Reasons 

to Get Your New 
MCM 

ELECTROI`IICS 
Catalog TODAY! 

1 NEW, EXPANDED 
VERSION 

We're constantly adding 
products and in this issue you'll 
find over 500 new parts and 
accessories! 

2. WIDE VARIETY 
MCM can be your one and only 
source. We carry a full line of test 
equipment, computer accessories, 
speakers, CATV equipment, television 
parts and more. MCM also has the largest 
selection of original Japanese semiconductors 
in the country! 

3. LOW PRICES 
MCM's money -saving, low 

prices mean you get more 
value for your money on 

every order you place! 

FAST, 

4 SERVICE 
FRIENDLY 

This is our trademark. 
Courteous sales people 

make sure your order is correct 
and delivered to you on time. With our 

nationwide toll -free numbers, we're as close as 
your phone! 
Call TODAY for your k -ti EE copy - 
No Obligation To Buy! 

MCM ELECTRONICS 
A DIVISION OF PREMIER INDUSTRIAL 
MCM Electronics 
858 E. Congress Park Drive 
Centerville. OH 45459 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-543-4330 
(in Ohio call 1-800-762-4315) 

(in Hawaii or Alaska 1-800-858-1849) 
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The how-to magazine of electronics... 

GIGGTROAiO s 
8 
Diagnosing and correcting 
shutdown problems 
By Homer L. Davidson 
Troubleshooting later model 
color receivers can be 
complicated by the safety 
circuits designed to trigger 
shutdown, and/or initiate 
start-up. Excessive HV or 
chassis component 
shutdown? This is the 
question. 

18 
Index of 1985 articles 
Compiled 
by Warren G. Parker 
This complete index of 
articles published in ES&T 
during 1985 includes all the 
Profax schematics 
published in the past year. 

22 
Introduction 
to microcomputer 
troubleshooting, part 2 - 
Troubleshooting the basic 
personal computer 
system 
By Bud lzen, CET/CSM 
Find out what was 
happening when the 
computer went kaput, then 
follow a systematic pro- 
cedure that may vary only 
in sequence for different 
manufacturers' models. 

Departments: 
3 Editorial 
4 Technology 

21 News 
58 Products 
61 Photofact 
62 Readers' Exchange 

37 
What do you know about 
electronics? Surf ace - 
mounted components 
By Sam Wilson 
There is good news and bad 
news concerning the future 
of diminuitive circuit boards 
bearing these infinitely 
powerful, infinitesimal chips. 

40 
Computer -generated 
test patterns 
By Victor Meeldijk 
If a video test -pattern 
generator would be seldom - 
used, expensive equipment, 
achieve desired test 
patterns on any personal 
computer by adapting this 
author's programming 
principles. 

51 
Test your electronic 
knowledge 
By Sam Wilson 
Questions related to audio 
circuitry and FM broadcast 
will test your skill. Match 
answers with those 
on page 60. 

52 
Repairing the consumer 
color video camera 
By Neil Heller 
From theory to 
troubleshooting: if you 
comprehend the first, the 
rest is easy, according to 
this article that, first, 
refreshes readers' 
understanding of video 
color separation basics. 

Promising superior sound reproduction 
and long-term stability, this tonearm is a 
feature of the linear -tracking turntable 
depicted schematically on this month's 
ES&T cover. See the Technology article, 
beginning on page 4, for a detailed ex- 
planation. (Graphics courtesy of Studer Revox.) 

Color bar test patterns can be pro- 
grammed on certain home computers. 
The article begins on page 40. 
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Editorial 
1vw 

Computers as TV servicing tools 
Before the 1970s, the only computers were large 

mainframe or minicomputers, found in climate - 
controlled rooms and operated by Data Processing 
Specialists. In the 1970s, the microcomputer was 
developed and as soon as industry had grasped its 
potential, the race was on to use the microcomputer 
to its fullest potential. Manufacturers began to 
design microcomputers into existing products; at 
first, commercial products such as gas pumps and 
industrial equipment, where the cost, which at that 
time was still fairly high, could be absorbed. 

As the cost of microcomputers and the software to 
make them work plummeted, the applications of 
microcomputers multiplied. Personal computers 
began to appear on the market. Consumer products 
such as microwave ovens began to boast the inclu- 
sion of microcomputers. 

Ultimately, as soon as microcomputers and their 
software became inexpensive enough, microcom- 
puters found their way into almost every kind of 
consumer electronic product: VCRs, digital audio 
compact disc players and stereo receivers. If you 
look closely at the electronic systems of most cars 
produced today, you'll probably find several 
microcomputers. 

You really don't have to look very far to find out 
why microcomputers virtually have taken over. 
Computers possess a characteristic not associated 
with any other kind of circuit. They are program- 
mable. That means that one general-purpose circuit 
can be programmed to perform one series of opera- 
tions in one system, then reprogrammed to perform 
another series of operations in another system. You 
don't have to unsolder a single connection. You don't 

have to replace a single component. You don't have 
to design a new circuit board. All you have to do is 
give the device a new set of instructions and it will 
perform a completely new set of tasks. 

In the past several years, the versatility of the per- 
sonal computer has been demonstrated again and 
again, then expanded, and demonstrated yet again. 
At first, it was a curiosity. People would say "It's 
neat, but what good is it?" Then software was 
developed to make it into a spreadsheet tool. 
Another capability that has attracted previously 
reluctant buyers is the personal computer's capabili- 
ty to become a word processor, composing and 
editing prose, without the need ever to print a word 
onto a piece of paper until it is perfect. 

In addition to those capabilities, today's personal 
computers can act as personal communications ter- 
minals, allowing people to receive electronic "mail" 
almost instantaneously. Add to that the capability to 
control home appliances from a single central loca- 
tion, to get today's stock market situation im- 
mediately on your own terminal, and dozens of other 
similar capabilities. 

With the right software, a personal computer 
even can become a superb TV servicing tool. 
Because of this potential application of computers as 
TV diagnostic tools, we're including an article in this 
issue showing how valuable a personal computer can 
be in TV servicing. The particular programs shown 
may not be applicable to every computer, but the 
general principles demonstrated can be related to a 
large number of the computers owned by ES&T 
readers. e. 
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Technology 

This turntable's tonearm tracks 
in a straight line 

All phonograph records are 
manufactured using a disc -cutting 
lathe that cuts the groove in the 
master disc using a tangential 
path; that is, the cutting tool 
travels from the outside edge of 
the master disc to the center in a 
perfectly straight line (see Figure 
1). The result is a disc in which 
there is no angular error. 

On most playback turntables, 
the disc is played back by a stylus 
that is connected to a tonearm 
which pivots at the end opposite 
the stylus, and thus moves from 
the outside edge of the record 
toward the center in an arc, not in 
a straight line (see Figure 2). A 
record cut tangentially played 

This schematic representation of the linear -tracking turntable 
illustrates some of its features. 

1. The tonearm carriage moves along one radius of the record with 
the stylus always at the tangent to the groove. 

2. The short, low -mass tonearm tracks the record groove well. 

3. The tonearm pivots in a watchmaker's jewel bearings. 

4. The magnetic guidance system allows the arm to pivot fore and 
aft and swivel horizontally, but prohibits lateral motion. 

5. An electronically controlled electromagnet lowers and raises the 
tonearm. 

6. An LED/photodiode system transmits information about the 
position of the stylus relative to the groove back to the micro- 
computer that controls the tonearm carriage servomotor. 

7. The signals are received by a pre -amplifier and routed to the 
servopower circuit. 

8. The servomotor power amplifier controls the tonearm motor. 

9. The servomotor and drive gear drive the tonearm. 

10. Operator keys provide for rapid forward -and -reverse movement 
of the tonearm. 

back with a pivoting arm in- 
troduces errors that are unde- 
sirable in the playback of the 
music. 

One way to eliminate this prob- 
lem is to use a turntable with a 
tonearm that travels across the re- 
cord tangentially, just as the cut- 
ting tool did in cutting the record 
master. Studer Revox Company of 
Switzerland has designed and 
manufactured such a system in its 
B791 and B795 linear tracking 
turntables. 

What Revox has done, in 
essence, is to create a short, low - 
mass tonearm that rides on rails 
like an overhead crane trolley, 
tracking tangentially, reproducing 
the motion of the tool used to cut 
the record master. The box shows 
a schematic representation of the 
construction of this linear tracking 
system. The tonearm, Q, is 
mounted in a carriage using a low - 
friction pivot, called a unipivot, Z. 
The carriage, fabricated of a very 

4 Electronic Servicing & Technology December 1985 
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Fluke. First Family of DMMs. 

IM.,. 2 

,.. 
4.1 141 
s,l te._lb 

When accuracy, performance and value 

are important, professionals the world over 

look to Fluke - the first family of DMMs. 

Reliable Fluke -quality 31/2- or 41/2 -digit 
DMMs fit every need - from design en- 

gineering to industrial troubleshooting. 
There's the low-cost 70 Series - the 

most DMM you can get for the money. The 

tough 20 Series - totally sealed and built 

to survive the dirtiest, grimiest, roughest 

jobs. The reliable 8020B Series - made 

to withstand the rigors of the field service 

environment. The precise 8060A Series - 
the most powerful and complete test and 

measurement system available in a hand- 

held package. And, of course, the versatile 

Bench/Portables that carry on the Fluke 

tradition for precision and durability in 

lab -quality bench instruments. 

Fluke comes in first again with the 

world's largest selection of quality ac- 

cessories to help extend the capabilities of 

your DMM even further. 

There's no need to look anywhere else. 

Uncompromising Fluke design and lead- 

ing edge technology are the reasons why 

attempts at imitation will never fool the 

millions of professionals that accept noth- 
ing less than a Fluke. 

For your nearest distributor or more 
information, call toll -free 

1-800-426-0361. 

FROM THE WORLD LEADER 
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS. 

FLUKE 

IN THE U.S. AND NON -EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, John Fluke Mfg. Co. Inc.. PO Box C9090, M/S 250C. Everett WA 98206, Sales (206) 356-5400 Other (206) 347-6100 
EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS. Fluke (Holland) BV. PO Box 2269 5600 CG Eindhoven, The Netherlands, (040) 458045. TLX 51846 

© Copyright 1985 John Fluke Mfg Co.. Inc All rights reserved Ad No. 4701-8000/70/20 
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Figure 1. The cutting tool on a record - 
cutting lathe travels in a straight line, 
cutting the groove tangentially. For best 
sound reproduction, the playback stylus 
should track tangentially. 

Figure 2. On a standard turntable, the 
tone arm pivots at one end, so the stylus 
describes an arc as it tracks the groove 
across the record. 

Figure 3. Records may exhibit any of a 
number of manufacturing defects, such 
as shown here. The lower the mass of 
the tonearm, the more readily it will 
track the groove of a record exhibiting 
one of these problems. 

Figure 4. The tonearm on the linear 
tracking turntable pivots horizontally 
and in the fore-and-aft dimension of the 
arm, but the magnetic guidance system 
prohibits lateral motion without in- 
troducing friction. 

Figure 5. The linear -tracking turntable is 
directly driven by a servo -controlled Hall - 
effect motor. 

The tonearm rides on rails like an 
overhead crane trolley. 

Figure 4. 

PRESSED OUT OF CENTER 

Figure 3. 

CENTER HOLE TOO LARGE 
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slippery polymer material, glides 
over the surface of the record, pro- 
pelled by a pulley -driven cord. The 
motion is provided by a micro- 
computer -controlled servomotor. 

The unipivot mounting of the 
tonearm allows it to pivot in any 
direction. Free pivoting horizon- 
tally and pivoting vertically in the 
fore-and-aft plane of the tonearm 
are desirable for good reproduc- 
tion of music. Lateral tilting, how- 
ever, would produce distortions in 
the output, as well as causing 
channel separation problems. The 
designers eliminated this lateral 
movement without introducing 
friction by using a magnetic 
guidance system to stabilize the 
tonearm laterally. A small perma- 
nent magnet is affixed to the up- 
per end of the tonearm pivot shaft. 
Above this magnet, on the car- 
riage, another magnet is placed. 
This magnet is oriented to allow 
the tonearm to swivel horizontally 
or pivot in the vertical plane, but 
to prevent it from tilting laterally. 

In the groove 
On a standard, pivoting -arm 

turntable, the stylus simply follows 
the groove and pulls the tonearm 
along with it. That approach in a 
linear -tracking turntable would 
defeat part of its purpose, which is 
to keep the mass of the tonearm as 
low as possible. In the linear - 
tracking turntable, the tonearm 
carriage is driven across the 
record by a servomotor. An LED 
scanning system, located at the 
front end of the tonearm for 
highest resolution, tracks the disc. 
Variations in groove spacing 
sensed by this tracking system are 
reported to a microcomputer, 
increasing or decreasing the speed 
of the carriage drive servomotor. 

Direct drive 
The turntable features a high 

precision drive. The quartz - 
referenced Hall effect direct -drive 
slow -speed motor gives smooth 
running and eliminates pole hunt- 
ing or cogging, according to the 
manufacturer. The absence of 
drive belts, couplings, and me- 
chanical speed selector contributes 
to long term stability. The drive 
motor is of the 12 -pole type (6 
coils) equipped with a separate 
100 -pole tachogenerator and effi- 
cient electronic 
servosystem. 
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Diagnosing 
and 

correcting 
shutdown 
problems 

By Homer W. Davidson 

In late model color receivers, the 
present generation of safety 
systems has sophisticated shut- 
down circuits that monitor either 
the flyback -pulse amplitude or the 
amplitude of flyback pulses vs. the 
picture -tube current. The intensity 
of X-rays emitted by a picture tube 
varies according to the high volt- 
age and the CRT current, with 
higher voltage and/or higher cur- 
rent generating increased radia- 
tion. Therefore, conditions of ex- 
cessive high voltage and excessive 
CRT current simultaneously are 
the most dangerous. Many of these 
new circuits monitor both condi- 
tions, eliminating sound, picture, 
raster and most dc -voltage sup- 
plies in the chassis when shutdown 
is triggered. 

Another complicating factor in 
new color receivers these past few 
years is the start-up temporary dc 
voltages that power the horizontal 
oscillator and driver stages long 
enough for the horizontal -sweep 
system to begin full -power opera- 
tion. This is necessary because all 
stages (except the horizontal - 
output stage) operate from do 
power rectified from horizontal - 
sweep power, usually from the 
flyback. In these models, any in- 
terruption long enough to bleed 

the filter capacitors results in a 
total shutdown of all functions, 
even when the shutdown circuit is 
not activated. The overvolt- 
age/overcurrent shutdown circuits 
in those models can be fairly sim- 
ple, because any temporary inter- 
ruption of the horizontal -sweep 
operation will stop all functions. 

Other models do not have start- 
up voltage supplies for the horizon- 
tal oscillator and driver stages. 
Therefore, the shutdown mode 
must eliminate the horizontal 
operation more permanently. This 
is done often by two transistors 
that are connected as a regener- 
ative switch. When either tran- 
sistor is triggered by an overload, 
the transistors bias each other to 
saturation current and then re- 
main that way until the television 
is turned off and back on again 
later. While both shutdown tran- 
sistors are conducting, the near 
short-circuit collector -to -emitter 
path of one eliminates the horizon- 
tal signal at the base of the 
horizontal -driver transistor. 

When presented with a dead 
color -TV receiver, a technician has 
several basic possibilities in addi- 
tion to the conventional one of a 
defective horizontal -sweep 
system. Perhaps start-up did not 

occur. Perhaps start-up was suc- 
cessful but was followed instantly 
by shutdown. 

To make analysis more difficult, 
a failure to start up might be 
caused by a defective start-up cir- 
cuit. Or it might be caused by a 
defective horizontal circuit. The 
same applies to shutdown: Is the 
trouble source in the shutdown 
voltage or current sensor circuits? 
Or is a chassis defect producing ab- 
normal current or voltage that is 
correctly triggering shutdown? 

Before wasting time in aim- 
less troubleshooting, a technician 
should examine carefully the com- 
plete schematic, tracing the start- 
up and shutdown circuits. Many of 
these circuits for several models 
have been explained thoroughly in 
past issues of ES&T. Check the ar- 
ticle index of the previous year's 
articles. This year, the index has 
been published in the December 
issue. 

Dynamic symptoms 
Switch on the receiver's power 

and notice all sound and raster 
symptoms. If the picture appears 
to be normal but then collapses to 
a thin horizontal line, it is likely the 
vertical stages are causing shut- 
down, perhaps by loading down a 
power supply with excessive cur- 
rent. If the raster has no picture 
but becomes much brighter before 
shutdown occurs, a picture -tube 
short circuit or a video circuit 
overload is indicated. When the 
picture has only one dominant 
color, a shorted picture tube or a 
leaking spark gap on the CRT 
socket is a possibility. 

When sound comes on loud for 
less than a second then stops with 
the chassis in shutdown, the prob- 
lem usually is in the horizontal - 
output and high -voltage circuits. 

Excessive arcing followed by 
shutdown might be caused by a 
defective flyback or tripler. If the 
picture cannot be locked horizon- 
tally, check the high voltage. 
Remember, early solid-state 
chassis sometimes had shutdown 
circuits that prevented power 
horizontal locking when the high 
voltage was excessive. 

Most shutdown circuits can be 
activated for tests by shorting 
together two test points. Check 
the service data. Be sure to check 
shutdown operation after any 
repairs are made. 

8 Electronic Servicing & Technology December 1985 
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General test methods 
Preliminary checks to show 

whether shutdown has been 
caused by excessive high voltage 
or by component defects in the 
chassis should be made at different 
line voltages. Of course, all hot - 
chassis receivers should be sup- 
plied ac power via an isolation 
transformer. Also use a variable - 
voltage transformer to supply ac 
power between zero and 130Vac. 

Before switching on the tele- 
vision, adjust the ac transformer 
for about 75V. Switch on the 
receiver and notice if there is pic- 
ture and sound. Most newer 
receivers will operate (perhaps 
with a narrow picture) at 75Vac. 
At least there should be high 
voltage. Monitor this high voltage 
and the ac voltage as you increase 
the input ac voltage slowly. If ex- 
cessive high voltage is causing the 
shutdown, the HV might measure 
29kV or higher at 80Vac, and shut- 
down consequently will be ac- 
tivated at some voltage between 
80Vac and 100 Vac. In such cases, 
the shutdown circuit merely is do- 
ing its intended job of protecting 
the receiver and the viewers; the 
problem is excessive high voltage. 

Alternatively, a 100W incandes- 
cent light bulb can be connected 
across the terminals of an open 
line fuse or circuit breaker. As 
described in previous articles, this 
limits the current to approximate- 
ly lA while providing a visual in- 
dication (by the bulb's brightness) 
of the amount of current flowing. 
Usually, a receiver with excessive 
high voltage that has triggered 
shutdown at 120Vac line voltage 
will not go into shutdown when the 
bulb is used to limit the current 
during the time that the high 
voltage is measured. 

With remote -equipped receivers, 
a clip lead must be attached tem- 
porarily across the 120Vac relay 
contacts. Otherwise, the remote 
control power supply might not 
have sufficient B + voltage to ac- 
tivate the relay at low line 
voltages. Thus, the receiver would 
be dead. 

Absolute proof whether or not 
the shutdown circuit is eliminating 
the sound and picture can be ob- 
tained easily by disconnecting the 
shutdown circuit. This must be 
done carefully, otherwise damage 
can be done to the receiver. Most 

shutdown sensor circuits have 
diodes for pulse rectifiers or for 
voltage barriers (Figure 1). 
Because diodes are easy to locate 
on a schematic, unsolder one end 
of a diode that will disconnect the 
shutdown operation from the 
horizontal sweep. Connect your 
HV probe and ground to the CRT 
anode and CRT ground, plug in the 
power cable or switch on the 
receiver power for just a few 
seconds-just long enough to ob- 
tain a valid HV reading. Then, 
unplug it immediately. 

If the HV was excessive, the 
shutdown circuit probably is nor- 
mal, but the horizontal -output 
stage has a defect that must be 
repaired. 

If the HV was normal, the shut- 

down circuit might be defective, 
indicating excessive high voltage 
when there is none. Therefore, the 
shutdown circuit must be tested 
and repaired before the diode is 
resoldered and the receiver is 
given final tests. 

Excessive high voltage can be 
caused by two general conditions: 
Excessive do voltage is applied to 
the flyback winding that connects 
to the horizontal -output collector; 
there is insufficient retrace -tuning 
capacitance between the horizon- 
tal -output collector and emitter. 

Many newer receivers have 

A DMM with a diode -junction voltage - 
drop test should be used for in -circuit 
checks of diodes and transistors, such 
as these tests being conducted on JC 
Penney model PM. 

Shutdown history 
Over the years, the safety circuits in color TV receivers have become more effective; they have 

at the same time increased in complexity. More than 15 years ago, for example, the simple safety 
circuits only slightly reduced the excessive high voltage that resulted from loss of HV regulation. 
RCA CTC21 and CTC24 chassis televisions added a sample of negative voltage (produced by rec- 
tification of horizontal pulses by the blanker -tube grid) to the 6JE6 control grid. 

If the 6BK4 high -voltage regulation was not operating to limit the flyback -pulse amplitudes (in- 
cluding blanker -grid and HV pulses), a larger negative voltage from the blanker grid was fed to 
the 6JE6 control grid, thus limiting the maximum 6JE6 plate current and reducing the high 
voltage somewhat. Although this simple circuit was ignored by many technicians, it reduced a 

possible 50kV HV reading to about 33kV when the 6BK4 regulator was not operating. An im- 
proved circuit in the RCA CTC38 rectified horizontal pulses with a diode and distributed the 
negative dc voltage via a varistor to the 6L06 control grid. Perhaps these safety circuits should 
have been called hold-down systems because they did not regulate the HV or stop all operation, 
but, rather, limited the HV to values that usually do not cause receiver damage by arcing. 

The next generation of safety circuits monitored flyback -pulse amplitude (as equivalent to 
monitoring the high voltage) and, as long as an excessive pulse voltage was found, changed the 
horizontal -oscillator frequency so severely that hold -control adjustments could not restore the 
locking. The change of oscillator frequency was in the direction that reduced the high voltage 
somewhat, and the nuisance of out -of -lock stripes replacing the picture was supposed to force 
the customer to have the receiver repaired before any damage could occur. 

Finally, there is the present generation of safety systems. 
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i 
regulated dc voltage supplied to 
the horizontal -output collector; 
therefore, a common cause of ex- 
cessive high voltage and shutdown 
is a failure in the low -voltage 

regulator. Leakage in a regulator 
transistor or SCR raises the out- 
put voltage above the norm. An er- 
ratic or improperly adjusted 
regulator control potentiometer 

PART OF 
Ic501 

HORIZ OSC AND 
X-RAY PROTECTION 

POSITIVE PULSES 

T602 
FLYBACK 

Figure 1. 

R656 
100 ZD651 

SHARP PROTECTION 

0601 
HORZ DRIVER 

10 40.43V 

170 

680 
DISCONNECT 

C651 
10pF 

D503 

C508 
47pF 

C652 
4.7pF 

R653 
10K 

r 

TEST)6.8K 

1P652 
+18.66V 

TP651 
+18.70V 

433v 
SOURCE 

also can increase the regulated 
supply voltage. 

The next suspect is an open safe- 
ty retrace -tuning capacitor (Fig- 
ure 2). These special capacitors are 
rated at 1.2kV and are constructed 
to pass heavy pulse currents with- 
out excessive heating. Do not use 
ordinary replacement types for 
this application. Replace either 
with an original -type capacitor or 
an exact universal replacement. 
Some retrace -tuning capacitors 
are manufactured inside a ceramic 
wrapper and have a tendency to 
break at the ends, opening the 
capacitance and producing ex- 
cessive high voltage. 

RCA with start-up 
then shutdown 

With the HV probe in place, I ap- 
plied 120Vac to the receiver, 
measuring +38kV for a few 
seconds as a whining noise could 
be heard from the flyback of this 
RCA with a CTC108A chassis. A 
careful visual inspection of the 
flyback showed several raised bub- 
bles, perhaps from the heat of in- 
ternal arcing. I replaced the 
flyback, which gave normal opera- 
tion without shutdown. 

A burst of sound and shutdown 
With one RCA CTC97 chassis 

(Photofact 1931-2), the sound 
burst on immediately at power -on 
but then the sound disappeared 

Figure 1. Excessive amplitude of pulses 
from the flyback of a 13F22 Sharp 
(Photofact 2045-2) triggers the safety cir- 
cuit inside IC501, which then eliminates 
the horizontal oscillator output signal. 
Without a drive signal to the Q601 
horizontal -driver transistor, the 
horizontal -sweep circuit cannot operate. 
To disconnect the safety circuit during 
short tests, unsolder the ZD651 anode 
lead. After all repairs and adjustments 
have been made, temporarily connect a 
6.8k resistor between testpoint TP651 
and the + 33V source at the D503 
cathode. Instantly, the receiver should 
become dead (in shutdown). Turn off the 
power for a minute, remove the 6.8k 
resistor, and then switch it on again. The 
receiver now should operate. Don't con- 
sider the test completed until the 
receiver's safety -circuit operation has 
been checked and found to be correct. 

Collector -to -emitter leakage in the 
series -pass regulator transistor (on the 
heat sink at the right) increases the B + 
at the horizontal -output transistor. This 
is a common cause of instant shutdown 
at turn -on. 
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and the chassis went instantly into 
shutdown. In an effort to deter- 
mine whether or not excessive 
high voltage was responsible, I un- 
soldered the collector terminal of 
Q38 (Figure 3) from the circuit 
board. However, power -on was 
followed by a short burst of sound 
before shutdown again removed all 
sound, high voltage and raster, 
thus proving excessive high 
voltage was not the cause of the 
shutdowns. 

Replacement of a leaky SCR101 
regulator SCR and the Q101 
horizontal -output transistor did 
not change the symptoms. I 
disconnected the receiver and felt 
Q101. Although the chassis power 
had been applied for only a few 
seconds, the horizontal -output 
transistor felt quite warm (photo, 
lower left). These symptoms 
pointed to a massive overload, 
such as a shorted T101 flyback. In- 
stallation of a new flyback 
restored normal operation. I 
resoldered the Q38 collector wire 
to reactivate the safety shutdown 
circuit. 

In some cases, scope waveforms 
will indicate whether an overload 
exists around the flyback. Using a 
variable -voltage transformer for 
line voltage, begin at a low 
voltage, perhaps 75V or 80V and 
increase the voltage slowly and 
smoothly until shutdown occurs. 
If, for example, shutdown is trig- 
gered at 87V, begin again at a low 
voltage but stop at about 84Vac, 
before shutdown. Examine the 
base and collector waveforms of 
Q101, the horizontal -output tran- 
sistor. If the base waveform is bad- 
ly distorted, test the driver and 
oscillator stages. If the collector 
waveform shows typical high - 
amplitude positive pulses with 
nothing except the base line be- 
tween, there is no overload. If the 
retrace pulses have reduced 
amplitude and one or two smaller 
distorted pulses are located mid- 
way between them, a severe 
overload is indicated. A yoke or 
flyback with shorted turns can 
give these symptoms. Another 
possibility is a shorted rectifier 
diode or filter capacitor in one of 
the voltage supplies produced by 
rectification of flyback signals. 
Check all these with an ohmmeter 
first, and replace any that are 
found to be defective. If none are 
found by resistance tests, discon- 

nect one rectifier diode at a time 
and scope the Q101 collector 
waveform again, still using low ac 
voltage. 

Out of horizontal lock 
As shown in Figure 4 for the 

RCA CTC46A receiver, test first 
those components that are iden- 
tified by arrows when the picture 
is out of horizontal lock and the 
hold control cannot lock it. Some 
borderline cases have a stable 
locked picture when the brightness 
is turned high, but the picture 

becomes diagonal stripes when the 
brightness is reduced. This is the 
same problem, but the condition is 
not so severe. 

First, attempt to adjust the high 
voltage to the value specified in 
the service data. If a resistor value 
in the regulator has changed with 
age, but the specified HV can be 
obtained, the stripes should disap- 
pear. However, the aging com- 
ponent should be found and re- 
placed before it changes again. 

If the specified HV cannot be ob- 
tained by regulator adjustment 

Sound technology. Sound books. 
SAMS. 

SAMS books are packed with the most current 
information and the latest developments in 
communications technology. They discuss 

theories, provide practical applications, and explore 
every level of audio electronics from the basics to 

state-of-the-art equipment. 

Landmobile and Marine Radio 
Technical Handbook 
A complete atlas and study guide to two-way radios: 
private landmobile services, marine radiotelephone 
and radiotelegraph, marine navigation and 
Citizens Band. Beginning with 
the fundamentals, this book 
explains every phase from 
maintenance and installation 
to advanced systems and 
technology. Also covers digital 
and microprocessor electronics, 
repeater stations and cellular 
radio, FCC licensing information, 
equipment testing and service, 
and radar equipment and satellite 
communications. An excellent 
textbook for radio communications 
courses or hobbyists. Edward M. Noll 

No. 22427, $24.95 

Cellular Mobile Telephone 
Guide 
Traces the history of mobile telephone 
systems and describes their pros and cons. 
Filled with money -saving and time -saving tips for 
the person who is considering buying, leasing or 
renting a mobile telephone. This informative book 
discusses and compares models, prices, dealers/ 
suppliers, installation and telephone companies. 
Also provides diagrams of system layouts and 
operations that give all the necessary details for 
making the right choice. Andrew M. Seybold and 
Mel A. Samples, No. 22416, $14.95 

Mobile Communications Design 
Fundamentals 
An authoritative introduction to mobile communi- 
cations design for communications engineers and 
engineering students. Coverage includes: the 
causes of propagation loss, types of interference, 
frequency plans, base station locations, design 
parameters, as well as strategies in channel assign- 
ment and channel sharing. Written in a straight- 

forward style, this book does not require the reader 
to have a mathematics background. Many illustra- 
tions and diagrams. William C. Lee, No. 22305, 

$34.95 

Get the clear, concise information you want. It's 
another sound reason to buy SAMS books. To 
order, call your local SAMS distributor, fill out and 
return the order form below, or call Operator 557. 

800 -428 -SAMS 
In Indiana, 
call 317-298-5566 

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. 
A Subsidiary of Macmillan, Inc. 

4300 West 62nd Street 
Indianapolis, IN 46268 

Quantity Price 

Shipping & Handling 
AR. CA, FL, IN, NC, NY, OH, TN, WV 

residents add local sales taz 

Total 

$ 2.00 

$ 

$ 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Daytime Telephone No 

Hill my credit card VISA MASTERCARD 

Account No. Exp Date 

Signature iregabedi 

Check or money order enclosed 
Make checks payable to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. 

Mail this form with payment to. 

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. 

Dept DM 4300 West 62nd Street Indianapolis, IN 46268 

DM 577 

Once, subject ta change althea, notice 
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Figure 2. Retrace -tuning capacitors, such as C448 in Photofact 1836-1, play a large 
part in determining the level of high voltage. Remember, the Q402 output transistor 
conducts during part of the cycle, the damper diode conducts during another part, 
and the HV pulses are developed during the small remaining time of each horizontal 
cycle. It is during retrace time that the yoke/flyback circuit Is not grounded by tran- 
sistor or damper so resonant ringing can begin. In this ringing, as with all other ring- 
ing, a smaller capacitance value increases the peak amplitude while reducing the 
time of a cycle. In TV receivers, therefore, an open C448 will increase all flyback - 
pulse amplitudes, including those that are rectified to form the high voltage. Inciden- 
tally, these retrace -tuning capacitors must be capable of passing pulsed high cur- 
rents and withstanding large voltages without failures. This E24 -chassis Sylvania 
has a shutdown circuit with flyback -voltage and CRT -current sensors. Turning off 
the ac power for a minute resets the shutdown. 

TP1 
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+173V 038 X-RAY 
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CR135 
ÆV drä 

2,V 
C165 
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7 
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RIBS 
47K 
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43K f 

+22.SV 

R130 
5600 

RCA CTC93 REGULATOR 

DISCONNECT 

FOR TEST 

CR131 
TO HORIZ 
AFC AT 
029 BASE 

Figure 3. For testing the high voltage in an RCA CTC97 (Photofact 1931-2) without the 
shutdown circuit for a few seconds, you should unsolder the 038 collector lead. 
After the test and any necessary repairs have been made, resolder the 038 collector 
lead. Test the shutdown during normal operation by grounding test point TP1. The 
picture should become diagonal stripes that cannot be corrected by the horizontal- 
hold control. If the correct response Is observed, remove the temporary TP1 ground 
and lock the picture. This chassis has flyback -voltage and CRT -current sensors for 
the shutdown circuit, which does not stop the receiver operations when activated 
but instead prevents horizontal locking so long as the excessive voltage or current 
condition exists. 

and the HV measures too high 
(almost a certainty because the 
safety circuit has been triggered), 
check all components of the 
regulator circuit, particularly 
those with arrows. 

Incidentally, this type of 
regulator is unique. Voltage drop 
across C10 from the horizontal 
yoke current is monitored as an in- 
dicator of high voltage. Increased 
HV causes Q1 to draw increased 
collector current that decreases the 
inductance of T2. And T2 is paral- 
leled across Ti, which is in the 
anode circuit of SCR102, the re- 
trace SCR. Indirectly, the amount 
of high voltage is determined by 
the peak voltage at the SCR102 
anode when SCR102 is triggered 
into conduction. Therefore, a 
decreased T1/T2 inductance 
causes the SCR102-anode signal to 
reach maximum more quickly and 
go to a lower voltage by the time 
SCR102 conducts. Reduced T2 
current increases the T2/T1 total 
inductance, slowing the rise and 
fall of the SCR102 anode signal so 
it has a higher voltage when 
SCRIO2 begins conduction. 

The circuit board has been prone 
to intermittent problems at the 
soldered pins of the larger trans- 
formers and other components. 
Check them carefully before 
spending an excessive amount of 
time in instrument tests. 

Shutdown with tic -tic 
No raster or sound came from 

the RCA CTC85. And only a slow 
tic -tic -tic noise could be heard com- 
ing from the flyback. Preliminary 
tests were made on the horizontal - 
oscillator, horizontal -driver and 
horizontal -output circuits, without 
any answers. Unfortunately, shut- 
down with tic -tic occurred after 
the ac power was reduced with a 
variable transformer. 

I disconnected various rectifiers 
connected to the flyback, one by 
one, but found no improvement. 
Finally, I removed the vertical 
module from the chassis and the 
horizontal/high-voltage system 
began to operate as it should. 
Replacing the vertical module with 
a new one solved the shutdown 
problem. 

This symptom of an audible tic - 
tic -tic sound from the flyback 
windings usually means the 
horizontal -sweep section is nor- 
mal, but the regulator has applied 
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excessive dc voltage to the 
horizontal -output transistor, thus 
triggering shutdown. The tic -tic 
results from a vain attempt by the 
SCR -regulator circuit to regulate a 
supply voltage when the current is 
zero because of shutdown and 
when there are no horizontal 
pulses for synchronizing the 
regulator oscillator or for turning 
off the SCR conduction. 

Shutdown after a few minutes 
After an hour or so of operation, 

the RCA CTC93 chassis would go 
into shutdown. Usually this means 
that there is a defect in the 
horizontal -sweep circuit, because 
excessive high voltage would have 
caused instant shutdown. 

A new horizontal -output tran- 
sistor did not change the 
symptoms. We were considering 
replacement of the yoke, but de- 
cided to replace the SCR600 
regulator SCR first. Surprisingly, 
the new SCR600 repaired the 
problem. Probably, the old SCR 
opened from internal heat after an 
hour of operation. 
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Figure 4. Arrows point to the components most likely to produce excessive high 
voltage in RCA CTC46A chassis (Photofact 1278-3). Suspect R13, R12, CR5, CR4, Q1 
and T2 if the high voltage cannot be adjusted. Or, check 02 and CR9 if the HV can be 
adjusted correctly, but the horizontal hold cannot be locked. In this older model, ex- 
cessive HV or a shutdown -circuit defect changes the horizontal frequency so much 
that the hold control cannot lock the picture. 
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SERIAL NO./fla de gisRlE. 

11.1°71 r2Ie6228 

,62V 

RCA CTC97 X-RAY WARNING 

Figure 5. In one RCA CTC93 (Photofact 
1810-2), the SCR600 SCR regulator ap- 
parently opened after the receiver tem- 
perature reached a certain critical level, 
causing shutdown of all functions. Two 
protective circuits are provided. One has 
sensors for flyback -voltage and CRT - 
current. It is tested by shorting together 
test points X1 and X2, which forces the 
horizontal out of lock (the same action 
that is caused by excessive voltage 
and/or current). The other circuit uses a 
single SCR that monitors the + 27.5V 
supply through a 33V zener diode. When 
the SCR conducts, its anode shorts the 
horizontal -drive signal to ground. Of 
course, the SCR does not unlatch until 
the receiver is turned off for a time and 
then is switched on again. This 
demonstrates why schematics are nec- 
essary for servicing shutdown problems. 
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Figure 6. Replacement of the T710 flyback and the C702 retrace -tuning capacitor 
eliminated the problems of foldover In the center followed by loss of picture. This 
model uses a regulated power transformer, so it does not require a regulated power 
supply nor a start-up supply. Neither does it have a recognizable shutdown circuit. 

Suspect shorted turns in the flyback 
transformer when the receiver shuts 
down quickly and the horizontal -output 
transistor case feels warm, indicating 
that it has been carrying excessive cur- 
rent. Often this indicates damage to the 
transistor as well. Once you have in- 
stalled a new horizontal -output tran- 
sistor, use a variable -voltage trans- 
former to operate the receive at lower ac 
line voltage while you identify and cor- 
rect the problems. 

Intermittent shutdown 
Intermittent shutdown at ran- 

dom times can occur from a defect 
either in the horizontal -sweep or in 
the shutdown circuit itself. 
Sometimes increasing or decreas- 
ing the line voltage during a time 
test will force such erratic prob- 
lems to occur more often. Warm- 
ing the chassis until the intermit- 
tent starts and then spraying 
suspected solid-state components 
with canned coolant often will 
identify which components are 
sensitive to heat changes. Watch 
for visible changes (such as a nar- 
rowing picture or a change of 
brightness) just prior to the inter- 
mittent action. 

With this General Electric YME 
chassis, the screen had foldover in 
the center and narrow width on 
the right side just before shut- 
down. Replacement of the horizon- 
tal -driver transistor (center fold - 
over usually indicates drive prob- 
lems at the horizontal -output tran- 
sistor base) gave no improvement. 
When the red/yellow yoke lead 
was disconnected from the 
flyback, the screen gradually 
showed shutdown. 

After the T710 output trans- 
former (flyback) and the C702 
retrace -tuning capacitor were 
replaced, normal operation re- 
turned permanently. 

Arcing and shutdown 
Flyback internal arcing with 

buzzing and sometimes smoke can 
trigger current shutdown. Often, 
the fuse is blown and the 
horizontal -output transistor is 
ruined by the overload. Most new - 
type flybacks have three or four 
HV diode rectifiers located inside. 
Defective diodes make flyback 
replacement necessary. 

In one RCA CTC109A, the high 
voltage came up, the picture 
became visible and then the raster 
faded away as the sound of arcing 

Continued on page 63 
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Your 
static problems 

have sparked an idea. 

Anti -static mats from H.A.P. 
Handling static -sensitive devices presents special problems for the 
servicer - in the shop and in the field Today's state-of-the-art com- 
ponents are frequently "blown by static electricity that can't be seen 
or felt. Often static damage isn't immediately obvious. It can be difficult 
to identify, resulting in added shop time or costly call -packs. A static - 
controlled work environment prevents unnecessary static damage which 
increases your profits and produotivitj. 

That's why N.A.P. developed an anti -static mat system ... a portable, 
electrically conductive mat kit for ;ield service and an anti -static tabletop 
mat kit for the shop. Each system provides a totally static -controlled work 
area. So you can install sta-ic-sensitive components safely. 

N.A.P. anti -static mats represent he finest quality in materials and 
workmanship. Wrist straps and grourd cables are included. In terms of 
price, both mats are a super value. 

To spark an immediate response on where you can order N.A.P. anti- 
static mat systems and to learn mo-e about the effects of electrostatic discharge, 
just complete the reader service response card. Now's the time to let N.A.P. 
help you stop static electric ty from "blowing" your profits. 

N..A.P. Product Services, P.O. Box 309 
Greenevi le, TN 37744-0309 
A North American Phil ps Company 
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THE MARK III 

HV CIRCUIT SCANNER 
* Checks the horiz output circuit for open / shorts, 
* Checks the flyback, yoke, PC, and HV mult, 
* Checks all scan derived B + sources, 
* Checks all circuits that rely on scan derived B+ voltage, 
* Checks for open safety capacitor, 
* Checks the emitter circuit of the horiz output, 

THEN, 

* Provided the green normal light is lit, the Mark Ill will safely power 
up the TV set so that you can "look" for open circuits by examining 
the picture on the CRT. 

* Circumvents all start up and horiz drive related shut down circuits. 

APPLICATIONS: The Mark Ill will analyze the horiz, flyback, hi - 
voltage, scan derived B+ sources, yoke, pin cushion, HV multiplier cir- 
cuits in any TV set that employs either an NPN transistor or a single 
SCR for its horiz output device. This applies to any age, any model, any 
chassis, any brand - - - including Sony. 

In brief, the "test" function scans for shorts, the "run" function 
permits you to observe any "open" circuits via the symptoms that ap- 
pear in the CRT screen. 

I -400K UP: Simply remove the set's horiz output device and replace 
it with the scanner's interface plug. No wires to disconnect, no other 
connections required (not even a ground connection). 

MISTAKE PROOF: No damage will result if an error is made during 
hook up. The scanner simply won't turn on until the error is corrected. 

PUSH THE TEST BUTTON Just one of the four lights will lite. 

RED OPEN LIGHT means the emitter circuit of the horiz output stage 
is open (no ground path). 

YELLOW SHORT LIGHT means the flyback primary, HV multiplier, 
vertical output, horiz driver, and R -B -G color output stages are not 
shorted. Instead, a circuit that normally draws a small amount of cur- 
rent is shorted (i.e. the tuner, IF, AGC, video chroma, matrix, vertical or 
horiz oscillator). 

RED SHORT LIGHT means either the flyback, the HV multiplier, the 
vertical output, horiz driver or one of the RB-G output transistors is 

shorted. 

GREEN NORMAL LIGHT means the TV set's entire flyback circuit is 
totally free of shorts. It also means that it is safe to power up the TV set 
with the "run" button so that you can look for open circuits by observ- 
ing the symptoms on the CRT screen. 

FEATURES: All start up circuits and all horiz drive related shut down 
circuits are automatically circumvented by the Mark Ill during all test 
and run functions. During the test function all flyback secondary output 
is limited to approx 80% of normal. 2nd anode voltage is limited to ap- 
prox 5 KV. 

This means all circuits that are not shorted will have some 80% of their 
normal B+ voltage during the "test" phase. It also means that any 
shorted circuit will have zero DC volts on it. This feature makes any 
short easy to isolate. 

The MARK Ill sells for only $59500 

The money you are now spending for unnecessary 
flybacks alone will easily pay for your Mark Ill. Why 
not order yours today! 

Visa and Mastercharge Welcome ! 

Diehl Engineering 6661 Canyon Drive "F" Amarillo, TX 79110 

Phone: (806) 359-0329 or (806) 359-1824 
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* Checks the horiz output stage for opens / shorts, 
* Checks flyback, yoke, PC, and HV mult, 
* Checks all scan derived B+ sources, 
It Checks for open safety capacitors 
* Checks for open ground path for horiz output stage 
* Checks for open primary LV supply, 
* Checks for error in interface connections, 
* Checks for proper LV regulation, 
* Checks for proper start up circuit operation, 
* Checks for shorted horiz driver transistor, 
* Checks the operation of the horiz osc / driver circuits, 
* Checks B + "run" supply for the horiz osc / driver circuits, 
* Checks all circuits in the TV set that rely on scan derived B 
* Automatically circumvents all start up circuits and horiz drive 

related shut down circuits. 

HOOK UP: (Identical to Mark Ill) 

OPERATION: Turn the Mark V on, turn the TV set on, then, simply look 
at the lights. 

RED "HOOK UP" LIGHT means that you have made an error in hook 
up. No damage has been done, correct the problem then continue. 
RED "EMITTER" LIGHT means that the ground path for horiz output 
stage is open. Correct the problem then continue. 
RED "B + OPEN" LIGHT means that the primary LV supply in the TV 
set is open. Correct the problem then continue. 
No "top row lights" equals normal. 

Look at the middle row of lights 
RED "START UP" LIGHT means that the start up circuit in the TV set 
is not working (no start up pulse). 

GREEN "START UP" LIGHT means the start up circuit in the TV set is 

working normally. Yes, it is 100% accurate. Even on Zenith's single 
pulse start up circuit ! 

RED "HORIZ DRIVE" LIGHT with a green start up light means that 
the horiz driver transistor in the TV is shorted (E to C). 

GREEN HORIZ DRIVE LIGHT means that the horiz oscillator and 
driver circuits are operational. 

READ THE DC VOLTAGE METER THEN, 

PUSH THE TEST BUTTON 
If the meter comes up to, or, falls back to, factory specified DC collec- 
tor voltage, the LV regulator circuit is working. If it fails to do so, it is not 
working! 

RED "B + RUN" LIGHT means that the B + source that normally 
keeps the horiz osc / driver circuits running after the start up B + pulse 
has been consumed has become open. 

GREEN "B+ RUN" LIGHT means that the B+ resupply voltage 
(scan derived) is being provided. All is normal if all three lights are now 
green. 

The scan circuit short detector in the Mark V is identical in all ways to 
that which is used in the Mark Ill. Operation is also identical. Both units 
are virtually indestructable when simple directions are followed. Both 
units carry a full year's warranty against defects in materials and 
workmanship (parts and labor). Either unit can be easily repaired by 
almost any technician in his own shop. 

If the green "circuits clear" light is now lit 

It is now safe to push the "run" button and examine the symptoms that 
appear on the CRT screen, for the purpose of isolating any "open" cir- 
cuits. 

Except for hook up and CRT filament warm up time, this test can easily 
be completed in two to five seconds! 

The Mark V sells for only $99500 

Stop losing money on start up/ shut down scan 
derived B + problems; order your Mark V today! 

Visa and Mastercharge Welcome ! 

Diehl Engineering 6661 Canyon Drive "F" Amarillo, TX 79110 
Phone (806) 359-0329, or (806) 359-1824 
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Index of 1985 articles 

Titles of Articles 

Compiled by Warren G. Parker, Metairie, LA 

Month 

Adjusting color purity with a computer Jul 
Analysis of Sylvania Superset Two, 

RXS198WA Feb 50, May 8, Jun 8 
Jul 10, Oct 10, Nov 6 

Are you ready for surface -mounted 
components? Feb 

Avoiding electrostatic discharge damage Mar 
Build this telephone tester Nov 
Caring for a personal computer Jun 
Computer generated test patterns Dec 
Diagnosing and correcting shutdown 

problems Dec 
Diagnosing VCR head problems Sep 
Don't let power line disturbances damage 

electronic equipment Feb 
Hand lotions for electronics Jun 
Index of 1984 articles Jan 
Introduction to microcomputer 

troubleshooting Nov 22, Dec 
New circuits Aug 
Opening doors to microwave open repairs .. Jul 
Programmable scanner as a 

signal generator Mar 
Repair techniques for surface -mounted 

components Oct 
Repairing consumer color video cameras Dec 
Servicing computers, parts information Jun 
Servicing E 30 series NAP color 

television Aug 
Servicing videocassette recorders Aug 46 

Sep 12, Oct 37 
Tapoffs, drop taps, and directional 

taps in MATV Jan 
Test your electronic knowledge . Jan 56, Feb 28 

Mar 56, Apr 16, May 54, Jun 24, Jul 28, 
Aug 54, Sept 10, Oct 48, Nov 56, Dec 51 

Tools for new technologies Apr 
Troubleshooting telephones Mar 
Troubleshooting the Sony KV1722 Jan 
TVRO, understanding receiver 

specifications Jul 
TV signals around the world: 

today, tomorrow Nov 
TV sound in stereo Mar 
Typical Samsung TV problems Apr 
Understanding audio compact 

disc players Feb 
Understanding the floppy disk Apr 
VCR troubleshooting May 
Video connection Mar 52, Apr 18, May 44 

Sep 54, Oct 50 
Waveform tests - horizontal 

sweep section Jan 
What do you know about components? 

Transformers Jan 
Resistors & diodes Feb 
Transducers Mar 
Printed circuits & zener diodes Apr 

Page Titles of Articles Month Page 

52 What do you know about electronics? 
Tuned circuits May 38 
Heatsink design Jun 48 
Padders, SCRs, snubbers Jul 46 
Measurements Aug 24 

44 Misconceptions about fuses Sep 48 
46 Forbidden words Oct 44 
38 Know your enemy - Noise Nov 18 
42 Surface -mounted components Dec 37 
40 

8 BOOK REVIEWS 
22 Apple II Plus/Ile Troubleshooting Guide, 

by Robert Brenner May 
38 AM/FM Stereo System Troubleshooting, 
22 by Robert Goodman Aug 
52 ARRL Handbook, 1985, by American 

Radio Relay League May 
22 Basic Transistor Course, by 
37 Stan Gibilisco May 
38 Basic Radio Electronics, by Sam Kelly Mar 

CET Examination Book, by Dick Glass Mar 
28 CET Study Guide, by Sam Wilson Jan 

Circuit Design Using Semiconductors, by 
22 Mannie Horowitz Jun 
52 Commodore 64 Repair Guide, by 
25 Robert Brenner Jun 

Designing OP Amp Circuits, 
10 by Delton Horn May 

Easy To Build Electronic Projects, 
Editors Elementary Electronics May 

Electronic Projects For Home, Car and 
12 Workshop, by Myles Mark May 

Electronics: Circuits and Systems, 
by Swaminathan Midhn Jun 

Encyclopedia Of Electronics, by 
10 Stan Gibilisco Sep 
12 Encyclopedia Of Electronic Circuits, 
42 by Rudolph Graf Jul 

Guide To Making Electronic Gadgets, 
22 by R.H. Waring May 

Handbook Of Digital Logic and Application, 
44 by Sam Cowan Jul 
20 Handbook for Electronic Technicians, 
42 by Kaufmon/Seidman Jan 

IC Project Book, 555, by Robert Traister Jul 
10 Illustrated Dictionary Of Electronics, 
50 by Turner/Gibilisco Sep 
20 Interfacing Test Circuits With Single 

Board Computers, by Robert Luetzow Aug 
Principles Of Electrical and Electronics 

Troubleshooting, by Tomal/Gideon Jun 
20 Radio Communications Manual, 

by Harold Kinley Jul 
39 Television Theory and Servicing, 
58 by Alvin Liff May 
38 The Understanding Series, by 
56 Gerald Luecke May 

58 

57 

59 

58 
43 
43 
61 

59 

59 

58 

59 

59 

59 

63 

37 

59 

37 

61 
37 

63 

57 

59 

37 

58 

59 
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Titles of Articles Month Page 

Tower's International Digital IC 
Selector, by T.D. Towers Nov 59 

Transistor Circuit Design - With 
Experiments, by Delton T. Horn Aug 57 

Using Integrated Circuit Logic 
Devices, by Delton T. Horn Nov 59 

Video Electronics Technology, 
by David Graham Nov 59 

Weekend Electronic Projects, 104, 
by Joseph Carr Aug 57 

PROFAX 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
BC -N chassis 2073 
CM chassis 2055 
EC -A chassis 2064 
EP chassis 2074 
EP -B chassis 2066 
GK chassis 2060 
PC -A chassis 2058 
PM -B chassis 2068 
PC -J chassis 2075 
XM-E chassis 2057 
19PC-F/H chassis 2067 
19PC-J chassis 2075 

HITACHI 
CQ4X chassis 2061 
CT2516 chassis 2059 

NAP 
E34-18, 32, & 33 chassis 2071 
EC -31-52, 56, & 58 chassis 2069 
UXC chassis 2063 

NEC 
C13 -304A chassis 2056 
DJ-60EN (R) chassis 2065 

RCA 
CTC117 chassis 2062 
CTC118 chassis 2070 
CTC121 chassis 2072 
CTC126 chassis 2076 

PROFAX ISSUE CROSS REFERENCE 
2055 Jan 85 
2056 Jan 85 
2057 Jan 85 
2058 Feb 85 
2059 Feb 85 
2060 Mar 85 
2061 Mar 85 
2062 Apr85 
2063 Apr 85 
2064 May 85 

(See Aug 2064) 
2064 Aug 85 
2065 May 85 

(See Jul 2065) 
2065 Jul 85 
2066 Jun 85 
2067 J u l 85 
2068 Aug 85 

2069 Sep 85 
2070 Sep 85 
2071 Oct 85 
2072 Oct 85 
2073 Nov 85 
2074 Nov 85 
2075 Dec 85 
2076 Dec 85 

Titles of Articles Month Page 

SYMCURE 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
AC -B ... excessively bright with 

retrace lines Sep 52 
AC -C... no vertical deflection Sep 52 
EC -A... dim raster, no picture or sound Sep 52 

EC -A... HV begins then stops, followed 
by shutdown Sep 52 

EC -A... may shut down or go into shutdown 
when switched on Sep 52 

EC -A... receiver goes dead erratically Sep 52 

J.C. PENNEY 
685-4201G Z83 ... sound distorted 

intermittently Jul 50 

MAGNAVOX 
T962-08... no red in raster or color picture Oct 56 
T979... circuit breaker trips, 117V source Oct 56 
T979... no sound or picture; circuit 

breaker trips Oct 56 
T979 ...very little height; Q301 collector 

has only 12V Oct 56 
T989... loss of height, poor linearity Oct 56 
T995-02... picture is very dark Oct 56 

PANASONIC 
B2W TR559... horizontal will not lock Jul 50 

PHILCO 
C2947MWR ... picture is too bright; cannot be 

reduced with screen controls Jul 50 
E25-7... horizontal will not lock, 

there is no sync Jul 50 

QUASAR 
TS929... insufficient height with poor 

linearity Aug 22 
TS929... picture blooms with drive lines on the 

left side Aug 22 
TS929...6CH3 damper becomes red, 

breaker trips Aug 22 
TS931 ... horizontal pulling, erratic 

vertical rolling Aug 22 
TS953... insufficient width, picture flashes 

with brightness Aug 22 
TS953... picture overloads on 

strong signals Aug 22 

RCA 
CTC108... horizontal will not lock Jul 50 

SONY 
KV1515/SCC-350A-A... pressing button changes 

lights, only channel 2 can be tuned in Jun 60 
KV1515/SCC-350A . . . one channel lamp lighted; 

cannot change channels Jun 60 
KV1515/SCC-350A. .. video and CRT circuits 
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Titles of Articles Month 

normal, screen dark Jun 

Page 

60 

Titles of Articles Month 

More flexibility in Teleport 9 

Page 

KV1913/SCC 265B... shuts down after turn on Nov 58 radiotelephones Aug 7 
KV1920... foldover at top or bottom New audio -video cable promises superior 

of picture Nov 58 reproduction quality Nov 3 
KV1920D/SCC-100F-A ... intermittent New power driver IC improves TV monitor 

or no color Nov 58 deflection Oct 7 
KV1920D/SCC-100E-A...left side of the New thyristor to simplify and lower cost of 

screen is black Jun 60 consumer product control Mar 6 
KV1920D/SCC-100F-A... picture blacks out Oscilloscope/computer provides 

erratically, sound is OK Nov 58 instrumentation control Jul 6 
KV1922/SCC-171A . . . channel lights are out, 

screen is snowy Jun 60 
Phone device for the hearing impaired 
Phone system offers video and 

Jan 6 

KV1922/SCC-171 B... all channels work normally audio communications Feb 8 
except one Jun 60 Silicon imaging device delivers color 

KV1930R/SCC-64B... HV and sound are TV picture Mar 8 
present, no raster Nov 58 Technology enhances traffic reports Oct 7 

KV2649R/SCC 406-A.. . antenna/auxilliary switch Thermometers, digital Apr 8 
will not operate Nov 58 Turntable tonearm tracks in a 

straight line Dec 4 
Ultrawide viewing angle, rear projection 

TV screen Nov 5 
SYLVANIA VCR, cable connected, restoring 
D16 ... overload trips breaker, filters and versatility Feb 6 

diodes are OK Jan 60 Voltage transients and current surges are 
D16 ... HV too low, 6LR6 operates warm Jan 60 stopped by a single chip Sep 8 
D16-10 ... excessive brightness, 

blooming Jan 60 
D16-10 ... horizontal cannot be locked when 

receiver is cold Jan 60 
TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS 

D16-10 ... HV cannot be adjusted higher GENERAL ELECTRIC 
than 23kV Jan 60 AB/AC... AFC control shifts erratically Mar 41 

D16-10 ... no HV and 6LR6 runs red and AB/AC... color problems Mar 41 
drive is normal Jan 60 AB/AC... insufficient or missing 

E-32 ... black hole or black horizontal line May 56 height Mar 41 
E-32 ... horizontal tearing/loss AB/AC ... failure to start up Mar 41 

of locking Mar 61 AB/AC ... sound problems Mar 41 
E-32 ... horizontal pulling or tearing May 56 EC -C ... failure to tune TV channels Jul 58 
E-32 ... insuffcient brightness Mar 61 
E-32 ... intermittent loss of color Mar 61 HITACHI 
E-32 ... loses channel memory May 56 CT1910... black bar in picture May 43 
E-32 ... low brightness May 56 
E-32 ... no color or intermittent color May 56 MAGNAVOX 
E-32 ... no horizontal locking or T809-10 ... horizontal cannot be locked Nov 52 

erratic locking May 56 19C301-BA(NAP 19C3) ... no raster, picture 
E-32 ... no sound Mar 61 or sound Jul 59 
E-32 ... picture is inverted Mar 61 
E-32 ... severe pie -crusting, double PHILCO 

keystone Mar 61 E-21-5 ... black shadow and horizontal 
lines May 43 

WARD'S AIRLINE 
1644-2 ... no sound, raster, or regulated RCA 

voltage Jul 50 CTC7OBC ... black semicircle at top of 
screen Jun 63 

CTC101 ... normal sound but no picture; 

TECHNOLOGY strong snow Nov 52 

Compact drive memory uses disc format Jan 8 SEARS 
Computer control of home electrical 564-42221900... erratic green picture Jun 62 

functions Aug 6 
Flat color TV is on the way Apr 6 SHARP 
Flat screen television, another step forward . . Sep 7 19E75 ... vertical lines on the left and 
High definition TV continues in Japan May 5 right edges Sep 62 
High resolution plasma display Oct 6 
Image sensor gives sharper images Jul 6 SONY 
Laser device advances fiber-optic KV2101 ... dead color television Jul 58 

technology Sep 6 
Megabit CMOS d -Ram chip by Toshiba ZENITH 

Corporation has access time of 6Ons Jul 8 19DC22 ... intermittent vertical height 
Moisture proofing of test equipment Jun 6 and no color Oct 58 
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EIA's 1985 edition of 
Replacement Parts Source Book 

An updated, easy -to -use direc- 
tory listing sources for replace- 
ment parts and technical service 
literature is now available through 
the Electronic Industries Associa- 
tion's Consumer Electronics 
Group (EIA/CEG). 

Prepared by EIA/CEG's Product 
Services Committee, "The Con- 
sumer Electronics Replacement 
Parts Source Book" may be 
ordered by writing: EIA/Con- 
sumer Electronics Group, Product 
Services Department, 2001 Eye 
Street N.W., Washington, DC 
20006. Enclose one dollar for 
postage and handling. 

According to CEG Product Serv- 
ices Director Don Hatton, "Our 
committee has undertaken the 
task of preparing this publication 
in an effort to advise servicers, 
and interested consumers, on how 
and where replacement parts and 
technical service literature can be 
obtained, to help them service con- 
sumer electronics products." 

UL desires input 
concerning proposed ANSI 

standards revision 
Underwriters Laboratories Inc. 

(UL) is proposing the updated 
Standard for Safety for Low - 
Voltage Video Products without 
Cathode -Ray -Tube Displays, UL 
1409, for recognition as an 
American National Standard. 

UL 1409 covers video products 
intended for household or commer- 
cial use on supply circuits as de- 
fined in the National Electrical 
Code. The products receive their 
signals (1) off the air, (2) through a 
CATV/MATV cable system, (3) 
from a video -recorded medium, or 
(4) from image -producing units 
such as vidicons. 

Such products include videotape 
recorders, video -receiving, -proc- 
essing, -recording, -producing and 
-amplification equipment, TV 
cameras without cathode -ray - 
tube viewfinders, TV -antenna 
amplifiers, cable television (CATV) 
converters, picture -tube degaus- 

sers and similar video equipment 
operating at 2500V peak or less. 

The scope also covers tape -head 
demagnetizers or bulk tape 
erasers intended for use with video 
products only and auxiliary equip- 
ment and accessories rated for use 
with low -voltage video products. 

UL 1409 does not cover any 
product classed as a TV receiver, 
regardless of video -display type. 

The proposed standard is a re- 
vised version of ANSI/UL 1409- 
1981, which is presently recog- 
nized as an American National 

Standard. UL is seeking review 
and comment from interested in- 
dividuals and organizations to help 
develop a consensus. 

Anyone interested should con- 
tact Mavis Whitehead at UL, 333 
Pfingsten Road, Northbrook, IL 
60062; 312-272-8800, ext. 2988, 
and request a free copy of UL 
1409 -NR. Those interested should 
request their copy immediately so 
that comments can be considered 
in time to meet the ANSI deadline 
of Dec. 21 for this standard. 

Smart books. Smart investment. 
SAMS. 

SAMS books make complex technology easier to under- 

stand and apply. They keep you up-to-date on the latest 

developments and breakthroughs in electronics, from 
the fundamentals to state-of-the-art systems. Written by the 

leading authorities in their fields, you'll find that SAMS books 

provide the essential data you'll refer to again and again 

Reference Date for Engineers: Radio, 
Electronics, Computer, and Communications 
(7tb Edition) 
Previously a limited private edition, this is now an interna- 
tionally accepted reference handbook for engineers. The vast 

mage of disciplines includes over 1300 

pages of data compiled by 

more than seventy 

engineers, 

scientists, 

educators, and 

other eminent 
specialists in their 
respective fields. The 

editor includes essential 
information the engineer 
needs to know, such as: 

digital, analog and optical 

communications; lasers; 

logic design; computer 
organization and pro- 
gramming; and computer 
communications networks. 

An indispensable reference tool 

for all technical professionals. 
Eckward C. Jordan, Editor -in - 
Chief, No. 21563, $69.95 

Image Tubes 
This text provides a wealth of valuable, hard -to -find data on 
electron optics, imaging and image intensification systems. 

Renowned scientist -engineer -inventor Illes Csorba explains 
every detail of image tube theory, design, construction, and 
components. He includes material on the design and 

operation of camera tubes, power components such as 

photoconductors, fiber optic and microchannel plates, and 

secondary electron emitters, as well as data on photomultiplier 
tubes and electron guns. Engineering students, practitioners, 
managers and industrialists will find this book invaluable for 

developing a better understanding of electronic imaging. Illes 
P. Csorha, No. 22023, $44.95 

Principles of Solid -State Power Conversion 
This comprehensive manual puts all the essential information 
about solid-state power conversion in an easy -to -use format. 
The author explores the fundamentals such as important 
protection and efficiency considerations, semiconductors and 

component selection. He explains how to increase product 

efficiency and safety, improve performance and achieve 

high -packing densities. Every facet of power conversion is 

well-detailed-switching systems, system operation and 

design, and passive devices. Over 20 years of hands-on 
experience is outlined in this excellent reference honk Ralph 

E. Tarter, No. 22018, $44.95 

Electronics: Circuits and Systems 
This reference book is written specifically for engineers and 

scientists with nonelectrical engineering degrees. It provides a 

basic understanding of electronic devices, circuits and 

systems. The author highlights both analog and digital 
systems, practical applications, signals, circuit devices, digital 
logic systems and communications systems. In a concise, 

easy -to -understand style, he also provides worked -out 

examples, study drill problems, and summary sheets contain- 
ing formulas, graphics and relationships. An invaluable 
self -study manual. Swaminathan Madhu, No. 21984, $39.95 

Make the smart move and order SAMS books. Contact your 

SAMS distributor, fill out and return the order form below, or 

I direct and ask for Operator 558. 

800 -428 -SAMS 
In Indiana, call 
317-298-5566 

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. 
A Subsidiary of Macmillan, Inc. 

4300 West 62nd Street 
Indianapolis, IN 46268 

Book No Quantity Price 

Shipping & Handling ; 2.00 

AR, CA, FL, IN, NC, NY, OH, TN, WV 

residents add local sales tax 

Total 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Daytime Telephone No 

Bill my credit card VISA MASTERCARD 

Account No. Exp. Date 

Signature negwredr 

Check or money order enclosed 

Make checks payable to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. 

Mail this form with payment to 

Howard W. Sams & Co , Inc. 

Dept DM 4300 West 62nd Street Indianapolis, IN 46268 

nM otti 

n n ,uhlm to change without nonce 

Circle (7) on Reply Card 
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Introduction 
to microcomputer troubleshooting 

Troubleshooting the basic 
personal computer system 

In the first article in this series 
(ES&T, November 1985), the sub- 
ject was hardware. When a com- 
puter system ceases to function 
properly, however, it is sometimes 
less than obvious what is causing 
the problem. More often than not, 
when a system fails, it is doing 
something useful at the time. Com- 
puters are only useful when they 
are doing something useful, such as 
running a statistical analysis, 
printing a word -processed letter or 
pitting the user against an on- 
slaught of asteroids or antagon- 
istic galactic beings. When the 
report stops displaying, the letter 
stops printing halfway through, or 
the galactic beings turn into a ran- 
dom display of gibberish, you know 
you have a problem. 

Your first step is to find out as 

This is part two of a 3 -part series 

By Bud Izen, CET/CSM 

much as possible about what was 
happening when the system failed. 
Next, you must determine if it is a 
software or a hardware problem. 
Start by going through exactly 
what happened in terms of which 
program was running, if the 
printer was on, what you were try- 
ing to do, if you had ever done it 
before, and so forth. 

Basic troubleshooting procedure 
Once you have the computer set 

up, you should perform the follow- 
ing steps in order to isolate the 
problem. The order you perform 
these steps will vary, depending 
upon the exact symptom and upon 
your experience and knowledge of 
the machine in question. 

With the power cord removed 
from the computer, disconnect 

and/or remove all peripheral con- 
nections to the computer. Unplug 
and remove all peripheral cards 
from their slots. 

Connect the video output to 
your test monitor. Use of a 
monitor when possible is better 
than using a receiver, because the 
modulator is eliminated as a prob- 
lem source. 

With just the monitor connected 
and turned on, turn on the com- 
puter. At this point, one of several 
items will happen. If the nature of 
the problem is related to a 
peripheral device, the computer 
should work properly, displaying a 
prompt indicator (cursor) on the 
screen. If not, the computer is like- 
ly to exhibit one of the following 
symptoms: 
A.) Pilot light does not light, and 
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In several places in 
this article, the author 
mentions removing or 
otherwise dealing with 
interface cards on the 
computer. This applies 
to Apple and other 
computers that are 
constructed with ex- 
pansion slots that may 
or may not have inter- 
face cards in them. In 
the case of Commo- 
dore and some other 
computers, there are 
no pluggable cir- 
cuit cards. 

There may be other 
differences in proce- 
dures between those 
given here and those 
applicable to a specif- 
ic computer you may 
be working on. For 
that reason, apply 
these procedures and 
suggestions with care 
and caution. 

there is no display (completely 
dead). 
B.) Pilot light lights, but there is 
no prompt on the screen. 
C.) Computer displays nonsense. 

Computer appears dead 
If symptom A appears, there 

definitely is a power-suply related 
problem. Most computers use 
switching power supplies that 
generally are high reliability 
items. Therefore, you first might 
suspect more mundane sources of 
the problem, such as a defective 
on/off switch or an open power 
cord. In general, switching -power 
supplies are treated as black 
boxes, often factory sealed with 
rivets, which makes repair of such 
items difficult. If such a power 
supply is proved defective, get a 

new one. 
Some of these power supplies 

have built-in shutdown circuits 
that turn the supply off if there is 
either an excessive load or an open 
circuit on one or more outputs. If 
the power supply makes a rapid 
tick -tick -tick noise, it is probable 
that the source of the problem is a 
load (either open or shorted), not 
the supply itself. The noise you 
hear is the power supply turning 
on and turning off in the absence of 
a proper load. If such is the case, 
you can still check the supply if you 
have a fast -responding meter 
(either digital or analog) or an 
oscilloscope. Switch off the power, 
disconnect the supply from the 
computer (they often plug in), turn 
the power back on and connect the 
leads of your meter or scope be- 

tween the output of each supply 
and common (ground), one at a 
time. You should observe the sup- 
ply swinging between its rated 
output (or slightly higher) and 
zero. If one or more of the supplies 
does not do this, it is defective. 

Pilot light but no cursor 
If symptom B appears, this is not 

likely to be a power supply prob- 
lem. All computers need two basic 
requirements to function. The first 
is power, and the second is a 
master system clock. The require- 
ment of the first is obvious. The 
second is needed in order to time 
all the events and cycles of the 
computer system. Also, most 
systems also require the presence 
of various other pulses, but 
because these can't be discussed 
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without getting machine -specific, 
they won't be covered here. 

In order to further localize symp- 
tom B, first measure the output of 
all the power supplies on the board 
itself to make sure they are all 
properly within tolerance. If they 
are, take your scope and find a 

convenient location to measure the 
system clock. Most micros run on a 
clock of less than 6MHz, so any 
wideband scope will do. (A scope 
with a legitimate bandwidth of 
35MHz or more is ordinarily satis- 
factory for most computer trouble- 
shooting tasks.) 

Miscellaneous troubleshooting hints 
and suggestions 

Connections can corrode. If you are encountering intermittent symp- 
toms relating to one or more peripheral devices, inspect the card edge 
connectors. First, turn off the computer and disconnect the power cord. 
Remove the case to gain access to the peripheral cards. Taking care to 
observe which cards are located in which slots, remove the cards one at 
a time. Unless the connectors look spotlessly clean and shiny, take a 
clean pencil eraser and rub the edge connectors on both sides of the 
board until they are all clean. Visually inspect the connectors in the 
slots themselves. If they also need cleaning (a good idea in any case), 
use a good sprayer to clean them thoroughly before reinserting 
the cards. 

This same process of inspecting and cleaning connectors should ex- 
tend to any leads that are used to interconnect various sections of 
multiboard computers. 

Dust can be a culprit. Computers that use conventional keyboards 
having switch contacts below the keys (as opposed to the newer, 
cheaper membrane keyboards) can collect dust that can cause intermit- 
tent or complete failure of one or more keys. The best way to fix this 
problem is to turn the unit off, remove the power cord, dismantle the 
unit, and remove the keyboard assembly from its housing. Then, using 
air from a compressor, the dust can be forcibly evicted from underneath 
and between the key switches. Save future expense and aggravation by 
purchasing, then using a dust cover. 

Magnetism is destructive. Although much has been written elsewhere 
about the adverse effects of magnetism, it is well worth mentioning 
again. Never leave floppy disks or cassettes containing valuable pro- 
grams near any device containing a permanent magnet (like an external 
speaker) or an electromagnet (like a monitor, TV receiver or telephone 
ringer). Such stray magnetic fields can cause irreparable damage to the 
programs, in some cases causing total failure, while in other cases it 
will just cause the programs to do weird things. 

Be sure to keep all the master copies of your (expensive) diagnostic 
disks in a safe place, and make two or three back-up copies of them. In a 
shop setting, it is all too easy to lay a magnetized screwdriver on top of 
an important piece of software! 

Heat can be fatal to most microcomputers. If an IC fails, it will usually 
short, rather than open. When it does, it may not draw enough power to 
affect the power supply adversely, but programs will not run correctly. 
Do not use freeze spray as a diagnostic procedure because the little par- 
ticles can develop several thousand volts of static charge as they ac- 
celerate through the thin plastic nozzle, enough to destroy a MOS IC. In- 
stead, gently touch each memory chip (taking care to ground yourself 
first with a wrist strap as per standard MOS safety procedures). If you 
feel any chip that is very hot to the touch or significantly warmer than its 
fellows, you have found the culprit. Keep checking; there may be more 
than one. Be sure to turn off all power and disconnect the power cord 
before changing the chip. Also be sure to replace it with exactly the 
same type of chip to ensure compatibility. Recommend installation of a 
fan. Such devices, available at low cost (about $22 and up), are worth the 
price in terms of lengthening the life of the equipment. 

If the power supply and system 
clock are both all right, what 
comes next depends on what the 
specific machine is. If the machine 
has built-in diagnostics in ROM, 
then you can use those from the 
start of the process. (The Zenith 
Z-100 family is an excellent exam- 
ple of what can be done at the fac- 
tory to make servicing easier. Its 
built-in ROM -level diagnostic 
routines can test every operation 
and every section of memory and 
ensure, upon successful comple- 
tion, that the motherboard is com- 
pletely sound.) If the machine does 
not have built-in diagnostics, you 
must then rely on the service infor- 
mation provided by the manufac- 
turer. If the power supply and 
system clock are all right, the 
source of the problem will relate 
directly to the CPU. 

Again, it is important to 
remember that there always can 
be mundane solutions to the most 
awful and expensive -looking prob- 
lems. If the ICs plug into the 
motherboard, one or more of them 
may have come slightly loose or 
have corroded connections. Be 
sure to observe the safe handling 
procedures for MOS devices 
whenever you work with the CPU, 
ROM, RAM and other related ICs. 

Meaningless display 
If you are troubleshooting symp- 

tom C, you must take care to be 
sure that this is not a symptom of 
normal operation. Some com- 
puters will display a screen full of 
meaningless information when you 
turn them on without certain 
peripherals attached. For exam- 
ple, certain (earlier) models of the 
Apple II will do this. If you observe 
this symptom, press the system 
reset button before doing any fur- 
ther troubleshooting. If the screen 
clears and the prompt appears, 
then all is well. If not, there is a 
problem that relates directly to the 
CPU. Again, to troubleshoot this 
symptom further requires access 
to the manufacturer's service data. 

Once the problem has been rem- 
edied, you can proceed to the next 
step in troubleshooting. 

If you have reached this step, 
the problem is localized to a 
peripheral device or its interface. 
Because of space limitations, this 
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How many of these questions 
can you answer ? 

(1) Every circuit has a beginning and an ending. Where does this 
circuit begin ? 

(2) 'Specifically, what is the purpose of this circuit ? 

(3) What turns it on ? What turns it off, or does it ever really turn off ? 

(4) Does this circuit have a shut down feature ? If so, which com- 
ponents are involved ? 

(5) What would happen if 0103 were to become shorted E to C ? 

(6) What purpose does Z115 serve ? 

(7) What would happen if D114 became shorted ? 

(8) What purpose does C126 serve? What will happen if 0126 
becomes open ? 

(9) Is the winding between terminals 3 and 4 of the flyback a primary 
or a secondary winding ? 

(10) What purpose does 0117 serve ? Exactly what does it do, and 
exactly how does it do it ? 

(11) Exactly what do resistors R113, 114, 115, 116, and 117 do ? 
What happens if they change value ? 

(12) What occurs that causes this circuit to produce an initial start up 
pulse ? 

(13) Why does this entire circuit become shorted and begin to destroy 
horiz output transistors if the regulator SCR becomes shorted ? 

(14) There is exactly one safe and practical method of circumventing 
this LV regulator circuit for test purposes. This technique does 
not involve a variac. Instead, you must disconnect one wire then 
connect a jumper wire from terminal #4 directly to 
Which wire do you disconnect and where do you connect the 
other end of your jumper wire ? 

(15) If SCR100 is shorted, this circuit will still "eat" horiz output tran- 
sistors even if you are using a variac. Why ? 

(16) Why does this circuit use a floating ground ? 

We publish a monthly magazine called the Technician / Shop Owners 
Newsletter. Each month we take a popular circuit and absolutely 
diasect it. 

Using color coded pictorial schematics such as the one above, we 
"map out" every action in the overall sequence of events that must 
take place during each and every cycle. 

Beginning with the very first "action" in the sequence (which just 
happens to be depicted in the above schematic) we explain exactly 
what is taking place. We then explain the function of every component 
in that portion of the circuit. After explaining the function of each com- 
ponent, we show you how to troubleshoot that particular "action" or 
function. 

After reading our newsletter on this circuit, you could answer all of the 
above questions as fast as anyone could ask them. In fact, you will 
then know everything there is to know about this circuit. Including how 
to troubleshoot it ! ! 

Regardless of whether you work on TV sets, stereos, radios or 
computers, just having the ability to "diasect" an electronic circuit 
(any circuit) is worth a fortune. In reality, "diasecting" is exactly what 
our newsletter is designed to teach you. 

Because of the manner in which our newsletter is written, the subject 
matter that is gained from each monthly issue is so extremely broad 
that it will "spill over" into your everyday troubleshooting routine, and 
be applied to totally unrelated circuits. 

This entire training program sells for only 1194° per year (12 seperate 
issues). Virtually every one of our subscribers agree that no other 
publication is as informative. By using the attatched order card you 
can purhase the first three of fifteen issues for only $29B5. Just these 
three issues alone will vastly improve your knowlege of electronics. 
For immediate service call your order into us at (806) 359-0329 or 
(806) 359-1824. 

Diehl Publications, 6661 Canyon Drive Bldg. E, Amarillo, Texas 79110 
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Most printers feature a test switch that prints a line or two of characters when 
pressed. This confirms that the printer itself is operating when the printer in a 

personal computer system won't print. 
(Photo courtesy Mark Anthony Computers, Fairfield, CA) 

article will discuss troubleshooting 
only disk drives and printers, 
which are the most common 
sources of problems. 

Check out the disk drive 
Disconnect all power. Connect 

the disk drive according to the 
operator's instructions. Note that 
many computers are designed for 
the first disk drive to be placed in a 
specific slot. The main exception 
to this is the S-100 bus system 
wherein the slots themselves have 
no meaning-the address of each 
peripheral device is hardware - 
selectable. 

Place a piece of software, 
preferably a known -good one, into 
the disk drive. If you have a 
diagnostic disk designed for the 
machine, so much the better. 
Under no circumstances should 
you use any software generated on 
the computer being serviced. It may 
be the source of the problem. Also, 
you do not want to take a chance 
on damaging it due to certain 
types .of system defects. Turn the 
system on and attempt to load the 

disk software. If the system will 
not load the software, turn it off 
and try at least two more disks 
that are known to be good. If all 
three fail to load, it is pretty clear 
that there is a problem with the 
disk drive and/or its controller. 
How to go about isolating the 
symptom further will be covered in 
a separate article, using the Apple 
II disk drive as an example. 

If the system does load on disks 
that are known to be good, and 
seems to run properly, try it with 
the disk that was being used when 
the problem occurred. If it does 
not perform properly, you have 
located the source of the problem. 

It is now time to test the 
printer. There are many types of 
printer -related failures. This arti- 
cle will only deal with localizing 
the source of the problem. An en- 
tire article could be devoted to ac- 
tual printer repair. But before you 
start working on the printer, you 
must make sure it is broken. 

Trying to get a non-functioning 
printer to work is one of the most 
frustrating obstacles to a user. 

Here's why. The user buys a com- 
puter made by one manufacturer, 
buys a printer made by another 
manufacturer, buys an interface 
card from a third manufacturer 
and software from a fourth 
manufacturer. Then when the four 
items fail to work together, it is 
difficult to find any help, unless 
the user bought all four pieces 
from the same place. If the same 
place is a mail-order house, it may 
still be difficult for the user to ob- 
tain meaningful assistance. This 
does not always happen, but it hap- 
pens often enough. 

Suspect printer? Check software 
First, check the software. Con- 

nect the printer and monitor to the 
computer and turn the system on. 
Press the system reset button. At 
this point, you should see the 
prompt on the screen, hear the 
printer motor, but nothing else 
should be happening. 

Next, you need to enter the com- 
mand that sends information 
directly from the keyboard to the 
printer. This takes the form of a 
direct BASIC command that you 
type in at the keyboard. You do not 
need to know how to program in 
order to do this. What you do need 
to do is to consult the appropriate 
user manual or command sum- 
mary of the particular machine to 
find the correct command. This 
may be either a LINEPRINT, 
LPRINT, pr#S (where S is the 
number of the slot in which is 
located the printer interface card) 
or a similar command. After you 
find and type in the correct com- 
mand, everything you enter at the 
keyboard will be sent directly to 
the printer; it is likely that one of 
three things will happen. If all is 
normal, then whatever you type at 
the keyboard should appear on the 
printer. If not, then either nothing 
will happen (in which case the 
system may hang up), or the 
printer may print gibberish. 

What you have done is zero in on 
the software. If the printer did not 
work under software control but 
does work when commanded to do 
so directly from the keyboard 
(called hardware control), then the 
problem has to do with how the 
particular piece of software relates 
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to the printer. Just about every 
worthwhile piece of software 
designed to be used with a printer 
contains some option whereby it is 
initialized to work with whatever 
printer and interface card is in- 
stalled. It could be that this in- 
itialization program is not correct- 
ly set up. It needs to be reset. 

To pinpoint printer problems 
On the other hand, if it is clear 

that the computer is not com- 
municating with the printer cor- 
rectly, there are certain things you 
can do to localize the source of the 
problem. First, take the printer 
off-line by pressing the ap- 
propriate switch. If the printer 
already was off-line, you have 
probably discovered the heart of 
the problem, in which case, you 
can try to print out again. Once the 
printer is off-line, locate and press 
the test switch that most printers 
have. If the mechanism is all right, 
a line or two of characters will be 

printed. This shows the unit is 
capable of printing. 

Next, turn off the computer and 
unplug the power cord. Unplug or 
otherwise disconnect and remove 
the printer interface card. Observe 
from which slot you took it. Make 
sure that if the system requires the 
printer interface to be located in a 
certain slot, that it is so located. If 
the interface is a serial RS -232 
type, check the little DIP switches 
for baud rate. This is the rate at 
which the interface card sends in- 
formation to the printer. You will 
need the owner's manual for the 
interface unit to interpret the 
switch settings. 

Turn off the printer, and remove 
any access covers so that you can 
get to the DIP switches that set 
the printer's baud rate. Check with 
the printer user's manual to make 
sure that the baud rate is set cor- 
rectly and that it is set to exactly 
the same setting as the interface 
card. If the printer is printing gib - 

Plug in! 
To the NESDA. system. 

YOUR BUSINESS is in the world's fastest changing 
industry. If you're not careful, you could find 
your business in the dark. 
But, you don't have to stay there. 
Through a system of local, state, and regional groups, 
the National Electronics Sales & Service Dealers Assn. 
(NESDA) keeps members up-to-date with the fast pace 
of advancing technology while offering: 

Managerial and technical training. 
Business contacts. 
Technical and management certification. 
Information on new products. 
Legislative activities that affect the industry. 

Don't be left in the dark. Let the NESDA system work 
FOR YOUI 

For more information and an application, write to: 
NESDA, 2708 W. Berry St., Ft. Worth, TX 76109; Ph (817) 921-9061 

Name 

Bus. Name 

Address 

State Zlp Phone 

Member of State E. Local E Asen 

berish, it is likely that one or the 
other baud rates has been in- 
advertently changed in the setup 
process or during a move or 
perhaps even when installing an 
adjoining peripheral card inside 
the computer. 

Interface may be ineffective 
If the printer never worked with 

the computer, it is possible that its 
RS -232 lines are wired incorrectly. 
This is likely to be the case if the 
system hung up and the printer 
refused to print anything, when 
the user was running a program. 
Some printers and interface units 
use different lines for handshaking 
(when the printer needs to let the 
interface know it is busy or has a 
full buffer and cannot accept more 
data). If the interface is looking for 
the handshake signal on a dif- 
ferent line than the printer is send- 
ing, or if the handshake signal is 
of a different polarity than ex- 
pected, the interface card will be 

OPTIMA ELECTRONICS 
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-327-0224 

POPULAR CAPACITOR ASSORTMENT BAGS (PC Mount) 
mfd (1)(2.2),(3.3),(4.7),(10),(22),(33),(47), 

(100),(220),(330),(470) -12 pcs. © 50V $3.25 
D mfd (.47),(1),(2.2),(3.3),(4.7),(10),(22),(33),(47) - 9 pcs. ©160V $3.30 
D mfd (1),(2.2),(3.3),(4.7),(10),(22),(33),(47) - 8 pcs. ©250V $3.95 
D mfd (1),(2.2),(3.3),(4.7),(10),(22),(33) - 7 pcs. ©350V $3.75 

mfd (1),(2.2),(3.3),(4.7),(10) - 5 pcs. ©450V $2.95 
Call and ask for our current flyer. 

HORIZONTAL OUTPUT TRANSISTORS MONTHLY SPECIALS 
$2.50 ea. Min. 10, 2N3055 10 for$ 5.95 
1 yr. Warranty D 2SD1555 $ 3.50 ea. 
1308K Sanyo D 2SD1398 10 for $25.00 

D 2SD1341P Sanyo D 2SC1172BToshiba 100 for $169 

TRANSISTORS & I.C.'s...MIN. 10, CAN MIX 
ECG REP: 

D 2SC1116 ..$3.95 221-103.... $4.95 85 10 for $2.00 . MN8303 . . . $3.95 221.132....$2.95 89 5for$15.00 
D 2SC1114 .. $3.75 221-140.... $7.95 123AP 10 for $2.00 

2SC1124 ..$ .95 221-158-01 .$3.95 152 10 for $5.95 
2SD871 ... $3.95 221-175.... $7.95 153 10 for $5.95 
HA13001 .$3.000 221-178....$4.95 159 10 for $5.95 

D LA4445 .... $2.95 221-179-01 .$7.95 196 10 for $8.95 
MB3712 .. . $1.35 221-190....$7.95 291 10 for $9.95 
MB3713...$1.35 221-193....$5.95 292 10 for $10.95 

12 TDA2005 .. $3.95 185-9-01 375 ....10 for $14.95 
(triac) $1.50 

GENERAL 
Tetrad Cart. wlneedle 10 for $1.89 ea. 
ES3076-M81 MC Shure Cart w/needle $4.40 ea. 
ES3450-TC8H1 Orig. Cart $3.80 
BSR Drop -in Changer $39.95 
Stereo & Mono rep. Tone Arms min. 10 $1.00 ea. 
Rep. Belts for Turntables (FBM-I) kit of 7 for $11.95 
Rep. Belts for Tape Rec. (SBS-I) kit of 17 for $5.95 
Ask for our Needle & Cartridge Price Sheet. 

Quantity Prices Available 
Letters of credit and all checks placed on deposit with Bank of Hallendale, 
FL. VISA & Master Charge accepted. Min. order $75. FOB Dania, FL 
Catalog $3, refundable upon order. 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

OPTIMA ELECTRONICS 
2022 Tigertail Blvd., Dania, FL 33004 

Phone (305) 920-3550 TOLL FREE: 1-800327.0224 

Circle (8) on Reply Card 
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Most printers have DIP switches (shown here at center right of the photo) that 
select the baud rate at which the printer will receive from the computer. 

(Photo courtesy Mark Anthony Computers) 

Ale 
confused into thinking that the 
printer is permanently busy. The 
only way to check this out is to 
physically inspect the wiring and 
measure it for continuity if it ap- 
pears normal. 

Often an extensive amount of 
time must be spent in checking 
these connections. Sometimes the 
only thing standard about the 
RS -232 connections between some 
printers and interface devices is 
the fact that they both have the 
standard 25 pin D connectors at- 
tached. If all else seems to be fail- 
ing, get out both user manuals for 
printer and interface, and check 
each wire for correctness. Then, 
when all seems well, turn on the 
system and check the voltage 
levels for correct amplitude and 
polarity. Sometimes this time- 
consuming method is the only way 
to get the system on-line. 

In order to check the interface 
card, it is likely that test routines 
can be obtained from the manufac- 
turer of the interface card, if not 
given in the user's manual. Califor- 
nia Computer Systems, as an ex- 

ample, includes quite a thorough 
explanation in the user manual of 
how to diagnose its interface 
boards, along with instructions on 
how to make a test adapter. In a 
matter of minutes, you can deter- 
mine whether the board is working 
properly. 

Centronics -type parallel inter- 
face devices can be checked in 
essentially the same manner as 
above. The main difference is that 
the data is sent in parallel, and 
that there is no baud rate adjust- 
ment. 

Check user -adjustable settings 
In either case, it is important 

that all user -adjustable settings on 
the printer be set compatibly with 
the instructions accompanying the 
interface device. This includes line 
and form feed hardware switches, 
on-line/off-line switch, parity 
(even, odd, none) switch and so 
forth. To make sure these various 
settings are correct, it is necessary 
to obtain the user's manuals for 
both the printer and the interface 
unit. 

Once you have found that the in- 
terface card is in the correct slot, 
that both baud rate switches are 
set to the same value and to one 
which the printer can accept, that 
all the wires are correct and are 
carrying the right signal with the 
correct polarity, and that all the 
printer front panel controls are set 
correctly, you have done essential- 
ly all you can to ensure that it is 
not a setup problem. What re- 
mains for you to do is check that 
the actual information is reaching 
the printer. 

Retest with known -good program 
Set up a program that you know 

works with other printers. Word 
processing programs are especial- 
ly useful for this test. Follow the 
instructions for the program to set 
it up for the particular interface 
device and printer you are working 
on. Load in a test file and set the 
program so that it will send the in- 
formation to the printer. Monitor 
the data -input line to the printer 
with a scope, so that you can readi- 
ly see the amplitude and polarity of 
the signal. Compare this with what 
the printer needs to receive. As 
data is being sent, measure the 
voltage on the handshake line(s) to 
make certain that it is present and 
of the correct polarity. If all is well 
here, the printer is at fault and 
must be repaired. Refer to the 
manufacturer's service manual for 
the exact troubleshooting proce- 
dure required. 

If you have followed the above 
procedures, your scope reading 
should confirm that the correct 
signals are reaching the printer 
and that the handshake lines are 
working properly. If not, it could 
be that the computer is not send- 
ing the interface card any informa- 
tion. Again, if you have done 
everything indicated so far, this 
would seem to be the fault of the 
software itself, as you should have 
already checked out the interface 
card. To be doubly sure, scope the 
input line(s) to the interface card 
as the program indicates that it is 
supposedly sending information to 
the printer. By performing these 
tests, you should have pinpointed 
the source of 
the problem. 
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What do you know 
about electronics? 

Surface -mount 
components 

There is no doubt that the circuit 
boards of the future will have 
surface -mounted components. 
They are usually called chips or 
chip -mounted components. There 
are many advantages to this 
method of fabrication, but there 
are also a few disadvantages. 
Figure 1 compares the surface - 
mounted component with one that 
is mounted with its leads through 
the board. 

Good news and bad news 
Let's start with the disadvan- 

tages first. The boards will be 
harder to work with. One reason is 
that they are smaller. In one exam- 
ple, a circuit board was reduced 
more than 50% in size by convert- 
ing it from a through -the -board 
construction to surface mount. 

The smaller boards are the result 
of much smaller components. A 
resistor, for example, is only 3.2 
millimeters long. Even the 
familiar dual in -line plastic IC 
packages (DIPs) are smaller. 

Another reason the boards will 
be harder to work with is that com- 
ponents will be mounted on both 
sides of the board. You may be 
tracing signals from one side to 
the other. Because the com- 
ponents are much smaller, and 
closer together, you will have to be 
careful not to short circuit 
neighboring component connec- 
tions accidentally. 

The floor space required for 
making surface -mounted corm 

Many thanks to RCA for providing most of the 
material on surface mounting. 

ponents is much smaller, which 
gives manufacturers the incentive 
to go into this type of board 
fabrication. For that reason alone, 
you can be sure of seeing these 
boards in all of the future equip- 
ment design. 

Add to that the lower cost of 
making the boards if you are look- 
ing for reasons that you will be 
working with them in the future. 

The components won't look the 
same as you can see in the example 
of Figure 1. The leads will be flat 
against the board instead of pro- 
truding through holes in the 
boards. You've already seen ex- 
amples of this in dedicated micro- 
processors. To get one of them 
free from the board, you have to 
unsolder the leads one at a time 
and bend them away from the 
solder connection. 

With a twist of the wrist 
During the manufacturing proc- 

ess, the components are mounted 
on the board with a tiny glob of 

By Sam Wilson 

epoxy. After you have unsoldered 
the leads on the surface -mounted 
components, you have to twist the 
component off the board because 
of that epoxy. The epoxy is for- 
mulated to shatter when it is 
twisted. Do not try to lift the com- 
ponent straight up off the board. 
Twist it off. If you try to lift it, then 
you can damage the board. 

Mounting the components closer 
to the board means less inductance 
and distributed capacity, so there 
will be better performance. There 
also will be smaller soldering irons. 
RCA recommends a 40W iron with 
temperature controlled at 500° to 
600°F. 

Get a well -made set of tweezers. 
When you are removing a resistor 
from a board, hold it with the 
tweezers, move the iron back and 
forth between the connections un- 
til both are melted at the same 
time. Then, twist the component 
off the board. 

Figure 2 shows a handy solder- 
ing tip for removing these corn - 

SURFACE -MOUNTED 
CHIP RESISTOR 

SOLDER 

PRESENT-DAY 
POPULAR 
CARBON -COMPOSITION 
TYPE 

Figure 1. 
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ponents. Most of the chip's com- 
ponents are 3.2 millimeters in 
length; you're talking about a tiny 
tip. No doubt, by the time you read 
this, there will be tips available 
from soldering iron manufacturers. 

If you are removing a chip 
resistor or capacitor, don't try to 
save it! It has surely been damaged 
by the removal procedure. 

The resistive and capacitive 
values of the chip components 
depend upon the material on their 
surface. Don't wipe, rub or scrape 
the new one before you install it. To 
do so can change its value. Use 
those tweezers. 

The epoxy was used as a 
manufacturing procedure. You 
don't need to use it when replacing 
a component. 

Obviously, you will want to in- 
spect the new (replacement) com- 
ponent before you solder it into 
place. Any scratches, chips or 
other signs of mishandling can 
mean the component value has 
been changed. Don't take a chance, 
throw it away. 

Identification codes 
Chip resistors have a 3 -number 

identification that you read like 
the color code. Read the first two 
numbers as the first two digits of 
the resistance value. The third 
number tells the number of zeros 
to add. 

Examples: 332 would mean 
3,30052 and, 223 would be 22K. 
For capacity values below 100pF, 
the value is printed in the body. 
For values over 100pF, there is a 
letter/number code. The letters 
represent the first two digits and 
the number is the multiplier. 

A different code uses the chip 
color to identify the range of the 
capacity value, and a letter printed 
on the chip tells the specific value. 

They can't squeeze the iden- 
tification number of a transistor 
onto the new small package, so 

they use a letter to tell the type of 
transistor and a number to in- 
dicate its grade. 

You may need a good magnify- 
ing glass. I like the large ones that 
are mounted on lamps. 

A useful project 
Audio -signal generators with an 

analog -frequency selector are dif- 
ficult to tune for a specific output 
frequency. A few years ago, I 
assigned lab students the job of 
making a digital readout for an 
audio generator. This would per- 
mit the generator to be used for a 
specific frequency - say 1,000Hz 
with an accurate frequency adjust- 
ment. Figure 3 shows a block 
diagram of the circuit as it ap- 
peared on the assignment sheet. 
Whether or not you decide to 
design and build the circuit, it 
serves as a good way of looking at 
a frequency counter. 

The input signal with the 
unknown frequency is delivered to 
the Schmitt trigger. (This is the 
signal generator output.) The 
Schmitt trigger circuit converts 
the unknown (signal generator) 
frequency into pulses that can 
operate the frequency counter. 
These pulses are delivered to the 
enable circuit. The unknown fre- 
quency pulses cannot pass through 
the enable until the other lead is 
made positive. The time base 
divider provides an exact 1 -second 
output pulse when it receives an 
input from the bounceless switch. 

It is the trailing edge of the pulse 
from the bounceless switch that 
starts the 1 -second pulse from the 
time base divider. That 1 -second 
pulse holds the enable open for the 
unknown pulses to pass through. 
So, the number of pulses that get 
through is the number of cycles - 
per -second (Hz) of the unknown 
frequency. 

The bounceless switch resets the 

counter at the instant the 1 -second 
pulse opens the enable. The 
counter then counts the number of 
cycles for the second. This number 
is displayed. 

The count is displayed every 
time the reset button is released 
after it has been pushed. 

Comparison of negative 
current and 

negative voltage feedback 
Positive feedback was used in 

early bipolar transistor circuits for 
RF and IF amplification. The junc- 
tion capacity in the early tran- 
sistors made it difficult to get any 
appreciable gain without the help 
of regenerative feedback. Positive 
feedback isn't needed for most of 
today's transistor circuit designs. 

Negative feedback is used in low - 
frequency amplifiers to broaden 
the frequency response. It is ac- 
complished in two ways: current 
feedback and voltage feedback. 
Figure 4 shows the two types of 
circuits. Although they accomplish 
the same result in terms of fre- 
quency response, there are slightly 
different characteristics for the 
two circuits. They are listed here. 

Characteristics 
of current feedback 

Slightly reduced current gain 
(Ai), 

Slight reduction of voltage gain, 
Increased input and output im- 

pedance. 

Characteristics of 
voltage feedback 

Reduction of voltage gain, but 
less reduction than for current 
feedback, 

Slight current gain reduction, 
but the current gain is less depend- 
ent upon circuit parameters, 

Decreased input and 
output impedance. 
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Editor's Note: 
The personal computer has proved 

to be a versatile tool in the office 
and in the home. Because it's such a 
general-purpose device, and because 
it's designed to use a television as 
its primary display medium, the 
personal computer is a natural for 
producing on -screen patterns for 
performing diagnoses, or for con- 
vergence and other adjustments. 

The computer won't replace other 
pattern -generating test equipment 
in the busy shop, but for occasional 
use where the purchase of dedicated 
signal generators doesn't make 
economic sense, it's a helpful tool. 

The T19914A and the Timex Sin- 
clair 1000 and ZX81 are not the 
most popular of personal com- 
puters, but the point of publishing 
this article is not necessarily to 
give specific program listings to 

produce specific patterns on 
specific computers. It is, rather, in- 
tended to make readers aware of 
the potential for use of a personal 
computer to generate signals. These 
principles can be adapted to any 
personal computer. 

And for those of you out there 
who are saying to yourselves, 
"Sure, another article on com- 
puters!" please be assured that 
ES&T is in no danger of becoming 
"another computer magazine." The 
computer is, however, a piece of 
home electronics equipment that oc- 
casionally needs servicing. And it 
is a general-purpose device capable 
of generating signals that are use- 
ful in diagnosing other items of 
home electronics equipment. For 
these reasons, it warrants a share 
of attention in ES&T. 

Comput 
By Victor Meeldijk 

A video test -pattern generator is 
a useful piece of electronic equip- 
ment to have in servicing video 
equipment. Someone whose use of 
one of these devices is limited 
might not, however, want to invest 
in this specialized piece of test 
gear. A home computer can be 
used to generate various displays 
including bar, dot, cross hair and 
color bars. This article shows you 
how to develop computer pro- 
grams to generate test patterns 
using the (TI) Texas Instruments 
99/4A and Timex Sinclair 1000, or 
ZX81 (TS). 

Color bars 
Because the Texas Instruments 

99/4A (TI) computer can display 13 
colors, as well as black, white and 
transparent, color bar displays can 
be generated including a pseudo 
NTSC (National Television Stand- 
ards Committee) broadcast color 
pattern. This pattern also is com- 
monly known as the Standard 
Electronic Industries Association 
(E IA) standard test pattern. The 
NTSC color bar pattern discussed 
here is a pseudo one, because there 
is no wideband orange -cyan I, in - 
phase signal or the narrowband 
magenta -green Q, quadrature 
signal. Figure 1 shows the pseudo 
NTSC pattern with the top 75% 
colors of gray, light yellow, cyan, 
medium green, magenta, dark red 
and light blue. The lower 25% 
colors are dark green, white, dark 
blue and two black sections. 

To assign the various colors on 
the TI computer, CALL COLOR 
statements are used. For example, 
the statement CALL COLOR (1, 
12, 12) has assigned the character 
set number 1 a foreground and 
background color of light yellow 
(12). Set number 1 refers to ASCII 
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er -generated test patterns 

character codes 32 to 39. These 
standard characters are: 

32 (space) 
33 ! exclamation point 
34 " quote 
35 # number or pound sign 
36 $ dollar 
37 % percent 
3$ & ampersand 
39 ' apostrophe 

In the CALL COLOR statement. 
above, because both the fore- 
ground and backgrounds are spec- 
ified to be light yellow, a yellow 
character square will be displayed 
if any character from 32 to 39 is 
called out. To display the light 
yellow character square either a 
CALL VCHAR (vertical character) 
or a CALL HCHAR (horizontal 
character) statement is used. For 
example, the statement CALL 
VCHAR (1, 1, 35, 18) will result in 
yellow squares, on the screen, 
starting at row 1, in column 1, go- 
ing vertically downward to row 18. 
The last number, 18, is the number 
of times, in the vertical direction, 
that the yellow square is repeated. 
Figure 2 is the row and column 
layout of the video screen. 

You could use a separate CALL 
VCHAR statement for every 
vertical line you wish to display on 
the screen but this is not 
necessary. If the following 
statements are used, columns 1 

through 10 will be yellow. 

10 A = 1 

20 FOR I = 1 TO 10 
30 CALL VCHAR (1, A, 

35, 18) 
40 A = A + 1 

50 NEXT I 

Figure 1. Pseudo NTSC broadcast pattern 
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Figure 2. Row and column layout of the TI 99/4A video screen 
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A . a 

Figure 3. Eight -color bar pattern display 

1111.111 

Figure 4. Dark red, dark blue and dark green display 

Figure 5. TI center cross display 

Figure 3 shows an 8 -color bar 
pattern, consisting of gray, light 
yellow, cyan, medium green, 
magenta, medium red, light blue 
and white sections. The colors 
gray, yellow, cyan, green, magen- 
ta, red and blue are in order of de- 
scending luminance. Figure 4 is a 
3 -color pattern of dark red, dark 
blue and dark green colors. 

These test patterns are used for 
subjective receiver evaluation and 
to check the chroma demodulators 
when a vectorscope is used. The 
vectorscope would be used to ad- 
just the colors within FCC com- 
pliance. The user should be aware 
that adjustments based on these 
test patterns alone may result in a 
picture with some colors appear- 
ing excessively bright and daz- 
zling. It is left to the viewer to ad- 
just the set for the proper com- 
bination of color (hue), lightness 
(for example, light or dark values) 
and saturation (for example, 
chroma, which categorizes vivid 
vs. dull colors). 

Center dot, center cross 
or cross hairs 

These displays are used to center 
video signals on the screen. For 
the TI display, a white indicator on 
a black background can be 
displayed easily while for the TS 
computer, a black indicator on a 
white background is easier to 
generate. 

Referencing Figure 2, to display 
properly a center dot or cross on 
the TI computer, rows 12 and 13 
and columns 13 and 14 are used. 
The center cross, as shown in 
Figure 5, is therefore made up of 
four types of special character 
squares. The squares have either a 
white left, right, top or bottom sec- 
tion. For the vertical line, the two 
characters are: 

CALL CHAR 
(98,"0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F") 
CALL CHAR 
(99,"F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0") 
Character 98 now is a special 

character with a white right half, 
for use in a CALL VCHAR (1, 16, 
98, 24) statement, which prints 
one-half of the white vertical line 
in column 16. Character 99 is the 
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other half of the vertical line, 
placed in column 17 using CALL 
VCHAR (1, 17, 99, 24). The horizon- 
tal line is done in a similar manner 
using special characters 96 and 97: 

CALL CHAR 
(96,"00000000FFFFFFFF") 
CALL CHAR 
(97,"FFFFFFFF00000000") 

If you run the program using a 
black background, for example, 
CALL SCREEN (2), there will be 
a gap where the horizontal and 
vertical lines intersect. This gap 
can be filled using four more 
specially defined characters: 

CALL CHAR 
(100,"0FOFOFOFFFFFFFFF") 
CALL CHAR 
(101,"FOFOFOFOFFFFFFFF") 
CALL CHAR 
(102,"FFFFFFFFOFOFOFOF") 
CALL CHAR 
(103,"FFFFFFFFFOFOFOF0") 

ROW 1 

ROW 2 

ROW 3 

ROW 4 

ROW 5 

ROW 6 

ROW 7 

ROW 8 

left 
quadrants 

right 
quadrants 

s 

ON/OFF COMBINATIONS FOR THE 
QUADRANTS OF THE CHARACTER SQUARE 

DEFINITION OF A BALL 
CHARACTER 

3C 
7E 

FF 

FF 

FF 
FF 
7E 

3C 
CHARACTER CODE= 
3C7EFFFFFFFF7E3C 

Figure 6. Special character generation 

GRID REPRESENTATION 

OF A CHARACTER SQUARE 

Binary Code 
(0 = Off; Hexadecimal 

Blocks 1=0n) Code 

0000 0 
0001 1 

0010 2 
0011 3 
0100 4 
0101 5 
0110 6 
0111 7 
1000 8 
1001 9 
1010 A 
1011 g 
1100 C 
1101 D 
1110 E 

1111 F 

Note: The hexadecimal codes A, B, C, D. E and F must 
be entered from the keyboard as upper-case 
characters. 

NE SDA 
Computer Group 
COMPUTER SALES AND SERVICE DEALERS 

WORKING TOGETHER 

seaaeau rre 
u 

r u lu' f: 

Y' 
$9.4:4%ilál,l;jtei' t,7Xi;l,f,;7 luf 

NESDA 

Service training. 

Assistance in 

selecting in-house 

equipment and 

software. 

Specialized soft- 

ware for service \ management. 

Factory contacts for service literature and parts. 

Involvement in a stable and productive national 
trade association. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION SEND BUSINESS CARD TO: 
NESDA COMPUTER GROUP, 2708 WEST BERRY STREET 
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76109; PHONE (817) 921-9061 

Durable 
Desoldering Tools 
Sterling" Brand from Wahl 
Clipper Corporation 

High quality at a low price. You pay a little 
and get a lot. 

Anti -static or static -free desoldering tools 
available. End all worries about static 
electricity harming your components. 

Replaceable tips last twice as long as 
regular teflon tips (approximately 
2,000 suctions). 

Easy one -hand operation. 
Grooved handgrip and curved 
thumb -holder reduce fatigue 
during long desoldering 
operations. 

Self-cleaning. Plunger 
clears the tip of 
hardened solder 
You'll always get a 
high -vacuum 
suction. 

For more infor- 
mation on anti- 
static or static - 
f ree desoldering 
tools, or our 
full line of 
soldering 
irons, call 
or write. 

WAHL CLIPPER CORPORATION 
2900 Locust Street 
Sterling, Illinois 61081 
(815) 625-6525 

S[erlmg' a VadO,sark of 
Wahl Clipper Corporaho,, 

Circle (9) on Reply Card 
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Figure 7. Timex Sinclair circle 

ori 

Figure 8. Timex Sinclair center cross 

Figure 9. White screen 

Figure 6 shows the 4 -quadrant 
grid representation of a character 
square on the TI computer. To 
create a new character, specify 
which blocks within the character 
square are on (filled in) or off (left 
blank). The table in Figure 6 con- 
tains all the possible on/off com- 
binations for the quadrants of the 
character square. The associated 
hexadecimal code numbers and let- 
ters are used to develop the code 
that specifies the new character. 
The new character code is the 
string of numbers or letters start- 
ing with the left quadrant, row 1, 
then the right quadrant, row 1, 
followed by the left quadrant, row 
2, until the right quadrant, row 8 is 
reached. A ball pattern is shown in 
Figure 6. 

To create a center cross on the 
TS computer is easier because a 
PLOT statement can be used. The 
following statements result in a 
circle appearing on the screen 
(Figure 7): 

10 FOR I = OTO 
* PI STEP PI/2 

20 PLOT 27 + 1 

* COSI, 18 + 1 * SINI 

30 NEXT I 

If the program is modified so the 
circle collapses, a center cross is 
created (Figure 8). The statements 
for the center cross become: 

10 FOR I = OTO 
*PI STEP PI/10 

20 PLOT 27 + 10 
*COSI, 18 + 10 * SINI 

30 NEXT I 

Although the values shown 
above are optimum, screen place- 
ment may vary for each TS com- 
puter. Positioning of the center 
cross can be accomplished by in- 
creasing or decreasing the 27 
value to move the cross right or 
left. The 18 value can be modified 
for up/down positioning. 

White/red screens 
The white screen, Figure 9, is 
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used to adjust the color circuits to 
produce a white screen on a color 
television. It also is used to check 
the display for hot spots. The 
white screen represents a max- 
imum load and this uniform 
display permits the detection of 
undesired brightness or modula- 
tion in the picture. 

The red screen, Figure 10, for 
the TI computer only, is used in ad- 
justing color purity. If the screen 
shows other colors around the 
edges, the set should be degauss- 
ed, or the color purity magnets ad- 
justed. 

Screen color on the TI computer 
is set by the CALL SCREEN (X) 
statement. X is a number cor- 
responding to the color screen 
desired. For a white screen X= 16, 
for a dark screen X = 7. Because 
the screen is normally white for 
the TS computer, a simple GO TO 
statement such as 100 GO TO 100 
will keep the screen blank until a 
BREAK command is entered. 

Take the Guesswork 
Out of VCR Service 
Tentel now has 

3 products for 
quickly and easily 
diagnosing the 
mechanical perfor- 
mance of VCR's. 
TheTentelometer® 
tape tension gauge is the world stan- 
dard for tape tension measurements 
to prevent skewing and interchange 
problems. The TSH gauge series 
finds problems causing edge damage 
and binding cassettes, the two big- 
gest causes of tape destruction. The 
New HPG-1 head protrusion gauge 
represents a breakthrough for an ac- 
curate, easy to use method of deter- 
mining head life; takes the 
guesswork out of video head replace- 
ment. The HPG-1 for Beta, VHS, and 
U-matic VCR's measures head tip 
protrusion and drum eccentricity in 
both microns and ten thousandths of 
an inch. 

These 3 products allow the entire 
mechanical performance of a VCR to 
be measured in a few minutes by only 
removing the top cover of the VCR. 

Call or write for details --We want 
to help. 

TENTEL (408) 379.1881 
1508 Dell Avenue 800/538.8894 
Campbell CA 95008Teiex 910 590 8001 

Circle (10) on Reply Card 

Figure 10. Red screen 

FROM THE BEST SOURCE FOR OSCILLOSCOPE 
PROBES AND DMM/VOM TEST LEAD SETS. 

Low Cost 
High Qual ty 
Excellent 
Performance 
Slender, 
Flexible C able 
Wide Range of 
Choice 

MODEL SF100 

$43 

Switchable X1 and X10 
Attenuation Factor 
100 MHz Bandwidth 

TEST 
PROBES, INC. 

COUNE U S. SALES 8 STOCKING SOURCE 

Your Probe 
Specialists 

P.C. BOX 2113, LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92038 (714) 459-4197 
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Figure 12. Timex Sinclair black square 

i 

White/black square 
The TI white square, Figure 11, 

top, is formed by HCHAR and 
FOR -NEXT statements, for exam- 
ple: 

20030 X = 1 

20040 FOR I = 1 TO 24 
20050 CALL HCHAR 

(X, 5, 42, 24) 
20060 X + X + 1 

20070 NEXT I 

Using separate VCHAR and 
HCHAR statements, similar to 
those already discussed in the sec- 
tion on cross hairs, can create a 
large square outline, such as the 
one shown in Figure 11, lower. 

A black square on the TS com- 
puter, Figure 12, is created using a 
graphics character string A$ and 
FOR -NEXT statements. As an ex- 
ample: 

100 LET A$ _ "XXXXXX- 
XXXXXXXX " 

200 FOR I = 1 TO 17 
300 PRINT A$ 
400 NEXT I 

where X is the graphics symbol . 
Use either PRINT or FOR -NEXT 
statements at the beginning of the 
program for vertical centering and 
spaces between the " and the first 
graphics symbol in line 100 for 
horizontal centering. 

These window patterns are low 
duty -cycle tests that provide an 
evaluation of low -frequency 
response and allow for analysis of 
system transient response by ex- 
amination of the square's horizon- 
tal edges. If the background ap- 
pears gray at the edges, the do 
coupling or do restoration between 
the video amplifier and the picture 
tube is not functioning in correct 
fashion. Gradual changes in pic- 
ture shading, after an abrupt 
scene change, is indicative of low - 
frequency distortions. 

Lines/grid patterns/dots 
The accepted method of check- 

ing scan linearity and geometry is 
a grid pattern of horizontal and 
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vertical lines. Equidistant spacing 
between the lines indicates proper 
scanning. 

A 4x3 grid display can be pro- 
duced on the TI computer using 
the VCHAR and HCHAR 
statements. For proper screen 
centering, as done for the cross 
hair display, the vertical lines are 
defined as half lines: 

CALL CHAR 
(98,"OFOFOFOFOFOFOFOF ) 
CALL CHAR 
(99,"FOFOFOFOFOFOFOFO") 

The left and right halves of the 
vertical lines are displayed in col- 
umns 2/3, 9/10, 16/17, 23/24 and 
30/31 (column 2, for example, has 
special character 98 and column 3 
has special character 99). 

Horizontal lines are generated 
using a HCHAR statement such as 
CALL HCHAR (X, 3, 42, 28). The 
X variable is used so a FOR -NEXT 
loop with an X = X + & statement 
can generate multiple horizontal 
lines. By using the FOR -NEXT 
loops, the grid pattern program 
can be written as: 

10 Y = 2 
20 FOR I = 1 TO 5 
30 Z = Y + 1 

40 CALL VCHAR 
(2, Y, 98, 22) 

50 CALL VCHAR 
(2, Z, 99, 22) 

60 Y = Y + 7 
70 NEXT I 
80 X = 2 
90 FOR I = 1 TO 4 

100 CALL HCHAR 
(X, 3, 42, 28) 

110 X = X + 7 
120 NEXT I 

Figure 13 shows the grid 
pattern. 

Horizontal or vertical line 
patterns, such as the ones shown 
in Figures 14 and 15, can be made 
using the same CALL HCHAR, 
CALL VCHAR and FOR -NEXT 
loops employed in the grid pattern 
program. 

Figure 13. TI 4x3 grid pattern 

i 

Figure 14. TI horizontal lines 

Figure 15. TI vertical lines 
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Figure 17. Timex Sinclair 25x17 grid 
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Figure 18. Timex Sinclair 9x6 small squares pattern 

To create a series of dots in a 
10x8 pattern on the TI computer, a 
combination of a FOR -NEXT loop 
and a subroutine can be employed. 
In the portion of a typical program 
shown below, the initial FOR - 
NEXT loop FOR I=1 TO 10 re- 
sults in 10 vertical columns of equi- 
distantly spaced dots. The subrou- 
tine produces the 8 -dot vertical 
columns using FOR -NEXT and 
HCHAR statements (note that a 
VCHAR statement could have 
been used just as easily without 
the FOR -NEXT loop). 

10030 X = 2 
10040 Y = 3 
10050 CALL CHAR 

(96,"3C7EFFFF- 
FFFF7E3C") 

10051 CALL COLOR 
(9, 16, 2) 

10060 FOR I = 1 TO 10 
10080 GOSUB 10500 
10090 Y = Y + 3 
10100 NEXT I 
10500 FOR J = 1 TO 8 
10510 CALL HCHAR 

(X, Y, 96) 
10520 X = X + 3 
10530 NEXT J 
10540 X = 2 
10550 RETURN 

The CALL CHAR statement cre- 
ates the dot used in the program, 
see Figure 6, which shows how the 
dot was made. Figure 16 shows the 
10x8 dot pattern. 

As already noted, it is easier to 
create patterns on the TS com- 
puter because of the specialized 
graphics keys. To display a 25x17 
box grid, a graphics character 
string, print statement and a FOR - 
NEXT loop is used. For example: 

10 LET A$="PPPPP- 
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPI" 

20 FOR I = 1 TO 17 
30 PRINT A$ 
40 NEXT I 
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Where P is the graphics 
character e, and I is 11. The bot- 
tom of the grid, however, is not 
closed. The following statements 
that use the PLOT command can 
be used to close the grid: 

50 LET X = 2 
60 FOR I = 1 TO 51 
70 PLOT X,1 
80 LETX=X+1 
90 NEXT I 

Figure 17 shows the display, 
which has been centered on the 
screen by the use of four blank 
PRINT statements at the begin- 
ning of the program. 

Vertical and horizontal line 
displays and a 9x6 pattern of small 
squares are as easily written using 
other graphics keys. A small 
square pattern, such as the one 
shown in Figure 18, results from 
the following: 

10 FOR = 1TO16 
20 PRINT "XXXX)C 
30 PRINT 
40 PRINT 
50 NEXT I 

X is the graphics key Z. As with 
the previous programs PRINT 
statements used at the beginning 
of the program are used to center 
the display. Figures 19 and 20 
show typical horizontal and verti- 
cal line patterns. 

The bar patterns are useful in 
aligning convergence on a color 
television. The bars should appear 
completely white on a black 
background, for the TI display, or 
completely black on a white 
background, for the TS display. 
An incorrect display is indicative 
of smearing or fading of the video 
signal. 

The dot, small square patterns, 
also are used to check color con- 
vergence adjustments. When used 
in conjunction with the other grid 
and line patterns, they aid in iden- 
tifying such abnormalities as size, 
aspect ratio and geometric distor- 

tions (linearity, skew, pincushion 
and barrel effects). 

Putting it all together 
It is inconvenient to have a lot of 

small individual programs each of 
which would have to be loaded into 
the computer whenever a par- 
ticular display is desired. The pro- 
grams can be combined for easy 
computer loading and access. 
Memory space can be conserved, 
necessary when using an unex- 
panded Timex Sinclair computer, 
by putting many repetitive FOR - 
NEXT loops and PRINT state- 
ments in subroutines. 

For the TI programs, the in- 
dividual test pattern programs can 
be assigned statement numbers in 
groups of 1,000. For example, the 
pseudo NTSC color bar pattern 
could start with statement 1000, a 
multicolor bar pattern would start 
with 2000, 3 -color bars would start 
with 3000, and so on. With the use 
of CALL KEY statements, each 
test pattern display could be run 
with just the push of a single key. 
The statement CALL KEY (1, K1, 
S) scans the left side of the console 
keyboard. If 1 is pressed the com- 
puter recognizes this as a function 
key code of 19. Therefore, if the 
statement IF Kl = 19 THEN 1000 
is used in a GO TO loop that causes 
the computer continually to per- 
form the IF K1 = 19 THEN 1000 in- 
struction pressing the 1 key at any 
time will result in the computer 
running the 1000, or pseudo NTSC 
color bar pattern program. Similar 
statements are used to cause the 
computer to branch to each in- 
dividual (sub)program. Pages II -88 
and II -89 of the TI "User's 
Reference Guide" illustrate the 
various keyboard scans that are 
available. 

Before branching to various 
(sub)programs however, the 
CALL COLOR statements must 
be returned to their standard com- 
puter assignments. This is due to 
the fact that if a specific CALL 
COLOR statement is used in one 
(sub)program it will still be in ef- 
fect should another (sub)program 
be called out that uses the stan- 
dard computer color assignments. 
This would result in some test pat- 
terns varying because of the dif- 
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Figure 19. Timex Sinclair horizontal lines 

ferent sequence in which they 
were run. It is therefore necessary 
that at the beginning of every 
(sub)program a subroutine, such as 
the one below, be referenced: 

CALL COLOR (1, 2, 1) 
CALL COLOR (2, 2, 1) 
CALL COLOR (3, 2, 1) 
CALL COLOR (4, 2, 1) 
CALL COLOR (5, 2, 1) 
CALL COLOR (6, 2, 1) 
CALL COLOR (7, 2, 1) 
CALL COLOR (8, 2, 1) 
CALL COLOR (9, 2, 1) 
CALL COLOR (10, 2, 1) 

At the end of each (sub)program, 
the computer should be instructed 
to return to the CALL KEY 
statements to scan the keyboard 
again for different test pattern 
selection. 

In the case of the unexpanded 
TS computer, there is little 
memory space available for any 
special keyboard scans. Therefore, 
after as much memory space as 
possible is conserved by the use of 
subroutines, each (sub)program is 
ended by a statement that goes to 
itself, such as 650 GO TO 650. The 
various displays are then called out 
by pressing the BREAK key and 
then running (RUN) the desired 
(sub)program. 

The author has available, 
for a fee, a cassette tape and 
instruction booklet, "Video 
Test Pattern Generator - 
Computer Program," con- 
taining the Texas In- 
struments 99/4A and Timex 
Sinclair 1000 programs that 
were used to generate the test 
patterns shown in this arti- 
cle. If you're interested, you 
may contact him at the follow- 
ing address: 

Victor Meeldijk 
2165 Bolton St. 
Bronx, NY 10.462 

Figure 20. Timex Sinclair vertical lines 
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Test 
your electronic 

knowledge 

1. Which of the following com- 
ponents might be used for X in 
Figure 1 if its purpose is to protect 
the speaker from being over- 
driven? 
A.) Esaki diode 
B.) Hall device 
C.) Coil with ferrite core 
D.) VDR 

2. The network comprised of R 
and C in Figure 2 is used for 
A.) Decoupling. 
B.) Improving transient response. 
C.) Low -frequency compensation. 
D.) (Cannot answer.) 

3. Which of the following is used 
to broaden the response of an 
audio amplifier? 
A.) Regenerative feedback 
B.) Degenerative feedback 

4. The pilot in an FM stereo 
broadcast is used to accomplish 
A.) Carrier elimination. 
B.) Carrier centering. 
C.) Carrier reinsertion. 
D.) Carrier reduction. 

5. A phase -locked loop might be 
used 
A.) To control the speed of a turn- 
table motor. 
B.) To demodulate an FM signal. 
C.) To lock the local oscillator onto 
its required frequency. 
D.) (All choices are correct.) 

By Sam Wilson 

Figure 2. 

6. The third harmonic of a 
1,000Hz pure sine wave is 
A.) 2,000Hz. 
B.) 3,000Hz. 
C.) 4,000Hz. 
D.) (None of the choices is correct.) 

7. There should be no partition 
noise in 
A.) A tetrode. 
B.) A bipolar transistor. 
C.) A MOSFET. 
D.) Any of the above choices. 

8. In the audio op -amp circuit of 
Figure 3, the frequency response 
(bandwidth) will be increased by 
A.) Increasing the resistance of r. 
B.) Decreasing the resistance of r. 
C.) (Neither choice is correct 
because the frequency response is 
not affected by the resistance of r.) 

9. Commercially prepared cas- 
settes have a poor high -frequency 
response when played on a certain 
cassette player. A possible cause is 
A.) Capstan speed. 
B.) Azimuth adjust. 

10. Pink noise has 
A.) More low -frequency energy 
than high -frequency energy. 
B.) More high -frequency energy 
than low -frequency energy. 
C.) Equal high., and low -frequency 
energy. 

Answers are on page 60 
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Repairing 
the consumer 

color video camera 
By Neil Heller 

The advent of home videotape 
recorders only filled half the needs 
of consumers. They could control 
their viewing habits, but still 
desired the ability to create their 
own programming. This need was 
filled by the development and in- 
troduction of the consumer video 
color camera. Since this introduc- 
tion in the early 1980s, consumer 
color cameras have become com- 
monplace. Eventually, many 
cameras will require servicing. 

Servicing of color cameras re- 
quires the use of some specialized 
test equipment. Because every ad- 
justment made to a color camera is 
dependent on every other adjust- 
ment, it is necessary to complete 
each step correctly before pro- 
ceeding on to the next one. Color 
cameras are unforgiving in their 
adjustment procedures. The key 
items of test equipment required 
to repair color cameras are: 

Waveform Monitor-When re- 
pairing a color camera, it is neces- 
sary to view a stable representa- 
tion of both the horizontal and 
vertical waveforms. The waveform 
monitor provides such an output 
along with a faceplate graticule 
that allows for precise level and 
pulse -width adjustments. It is 
possible to use an oscilloscope in 
place of a waveform monitor, but 
it requires particular attention to 
level and an external sync source. 
The operation of test equipment 
will be detailed in future articles in 
this series. 

Vectorscope-Although the 
waveform monitor measures pulse 
levels and widths, it cannot signal 
phase differences such as the 

phase relationship between burst 
and chroma. This measurement 
must be properly set up so that the 
camera produces the correct hues. 

A set of quartz -iodine 
lights-Color cameras are de- 
signed to operate under various 
lighting conditions, which emit 
various hues, but the setup of color 
cameras requires a fixed amount 
of light that is predetermined by 
the manufacturer, and a hue emit- 
ted by a 3200°K light source. This 
type of light source is commonly a 
quartz -iodine light. 

A good quality color monitor 
with cross pulse and under - 
scan- The repair of color cameras 
requires that many of the auto- 
matic color circuits commonly 
found on TV sets, or low -end moni- 
tors, be turned off in order to give 
a true representation of the cam- 
era's output. Cross pulse and 
underscan are required because 
the entire active scan of the 
camera output must be viewed, 
and because distortions such as 
discoloration usually will begin in 
the corner areas of the scan. 

A set of manufacturer -recom- 
mended test charts - Because the 
camera views images under 
reflected light, it is necessary that 
these objects yield specific camera 
output levels. For this reason, test 
charts such as a gray scale are re- 
quired. As with the vectorscope 
and waveform monitor, we will 

The illustrations on pages 53 and 54 have been 
reproduced with permission of Howard W. Sams & 
Company, Inc. from "Video Camera: Theory and Serv- 
icing," by Gerald P. McGinty. 

cover the specific usage of test 
charts in a later article. 

Spare shop space-The repair of 
color cameras requires that the 
camera view the test charts from a 
distance of 6 to 10 feet. This often 
means that with a properly 
equipped work station, the total 
space needed could be as much as 
15 to 20 feet, or the space that 
could be used for two or three 
regular work stations. Because the 
work area cannot be contaminated 
by external lighting, it also must 
be separated from windows and 
overhead fluorescent lighting. 

The theory and operation 
of the single -tube 

color camera. 

The single -tube color camera is 
one of the greatest advances in the 
field of television. Not only did it 
significantly reduce the size and 
weight of the color camera, but for 
the first time, the reduction in cost 
put a color camera within the 
reach of the consumer. Earlier at- 
tempts to create a scaled down 
3 -tube color camera led to the 
development of the 2 -tube camera, 
which combined the luminance and 
green signals on one tube, and the 
red and blue signals on the other. 
These cameras did not meet the re- 
quirements for small size and low 
cost. The use of multiple tubes still 
required a complex registration 
process in order that the individual 
tubes could see in an identical man- 
ner. 

To understand the single -tube 
camera, you first must recognize 
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that the pickup tube (vidicon or 
other device that converts a light 
image into an electrical signal) is 
color blind. For this reason, the 
process of creating a red, blue and 
green signal must be done by some 
external component. This is the 
function of a component of the 
camera called the stripe filter (See 
Figure 1) that separates the inci- 
dent light into its red, green and 
blue frequency components. After 
passing through the optical stripe 
filter, the resulting signal can be 
separated electronically into the 
red, green, and blue primary col- 
ors, and processed in the same 
method used for 3 -tube cameras. 

The basics of color separation 
Start with white containing the 

three primary colors. If we pass 
the light through clear glass, the 
light maintains all its color con- 
tent. When we place a yellow filter 
in front of the clear glass only, the 
red and green frequencies are 
passed. The blue light is absorbed 
by the filter. If we replace the 
yellow filter with cyan -colored 
glass, the red frequencies are 
blocked, and the blue and green 
frequencies are passed. 

By striping the faceplate of the 
tube with cyan and yellow filters, 
we can create an optical encoder. 
Stripes of the same color are set 
parallel to each other and are 
scanned by the horizontal move- 
ment of the electron beam as it 
scans the faceplate (see Figure 2 
for scanning action). If the stripes 
are the same width, then as a 
result of the horizontal scan, they 
will modulate the electron beam at 
the same frequency. This would 
present a problem, as it would be 
impossible for the electronics to 
determine which frequency was a 
result of the cyan filter and which 
was a result of the yellow filter. To 
prevent this condition, the cyan 
and yellow stripes are positioned 
at different angles to the vertical 
plane. This has two advantages. 
First, at some point, the filters will 
cross each other. The combination 
of the cyan and yellow filters 
blocks both red and blue frequen- 
cies, allowing only green to pass. 
Second, the physical positioning of 
the stripes at different angles 
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Key items you will 
need 

Waveform monitor 

Vector 

Set of quartz -iodine 
lights 

Color monitor (good 
quality) with cross 
pulse and underscan 
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Figure 1. In some single -tube color video 
cameras, the light reflected from the 
subject is broken down into its primary - 
color components by means of a color - 
striped filter. Because the stripes (dyed - 
gel filters) cross at an angle, the elec- 
trical signal output of the beam will 
change from one line in the raster to the 
next. This change contains the color in- 
formation. 
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results in a frequency offset be- 
tween the outputs of the cyan fre- 
quency and the yellow frequency. 

Assume that the single -tube col- 
or camera contains a left -running 
yellow stripe and a right -running 
cyan stripe. Both stripes are posi- 
tioned at a 25° angle from the 
vertical axis. (The actual angle be- 
tween the color -striped filters and 
the vertical axis is determined by 

Figure 2. The process of turning a visual 
image into an electrical signal is essen- 
tially the inverse of creating a picture on 
the picture -tube faceplate. The method 
of creating the signal is also similar, us- 
ing a scanned electron beam to create a 
raster signal. 

the following formula: Phase angle 
= arctan 1.55f, where f equals the 
modulating frequency of the car- 
riers in MHz.) 

Each color stripe is then 
separated from the next by a clear 
stripe. We can pick any point on 
the active horizontal scan and 
determine what color or colors are 
blocked or passed. For example, 
follow the horizontal path of one 
line of scanning of the electron 
beam. Call this scan line N. It 
begins by sensing light that is 
passing through the yellow filter, 
which yields a red and green 
(yellow) signal. Next, it senses the 
light passing through the cyan 

SUBJECT 

TAKING LENS 

PHOTO IMAGE 

TARGET 

ELECTRON GUN 

SCANNING BEAM 

filter, producing a blue-green 
(cyan) signal. This pattern con- 
tinues for the rest of this horizon- 
tal scan line. On the next horizon- 
tal line, call this N+1, the beam 
senses light passing through alter- 
nating clear glass, and the red, 
green and blue, and the combined 
cyan and blue filters, which only 
passes green. The green frequency 
serves as the carrier for the red 
and blue light components. 

Now, look at lines N and N + 1 in 
terms of their color output. The 
physical offset that exists because 
the filter lines are diagonal results 
in a 90° phase difference between 
the peaks of the blue and red 
signals. This offset can be used to 
separate the common frequency 
into these individual colors. By 
positioning this specific chroma 
carrier frequency above the wider 
band of the green carrier, we can 
separate the two groups by using a 
low-pass filter (green) and a band- 
pass filter (red, blue). Also, the 
bandwidth of the green signal 
allows it to contain the luminance 
(detail) information. 

The major drawback of this optic 
system occurs when the subject 
matter cannot meet the minimum 
operating conditions of the optical 
stripe. The first drawback is the 
light requirements. All color 
reproduced by the single -tube 
camera is dependent upon the 
capability of the tube to see the 
stripe filter. When light conditions 
are too low, the details of the 
stripe are lost. When light condi- 
tions are too high, the beam 
saturates due to excessive beam 
transmissions, and the stripe is 
washed out. In either case, the loss 
of the stripe means the loss of the 
capability of producing red and 
blue. The resulting output of the 
system is the carrier frequency: 
green. To avoid this condition, 
most single -tube color cameras 
contain a chroma chip circuit that 
eliminates any chroma informa- 
tion under extreme low and high 
light conditions. 

The second problem depends on 
the shape of the object being 
viewed. Sharp contrasts result in 
creating high -frequency transi- 
tions on the target faceplate. 
When these frequencies approach 
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the frequency of the stripe filter, 
the camera will interpret them as 
being color information generated 
by the stripe filter. To avoid this 
condition, high -frequency lumi- 
nance signals must be attenuated. 
A simple but unacceptable method 
would be to defocus the lens. 
Another, much better method is to 
place a lens in front of the target 
that will roll off high frequencies 
without affecting the transitions 
created by the stripe filter. 

The subject of overall resolution 
is another drawback of the single - 
tube color camera. In the frequen- 
cy -modulated system, the frequen- 
cy of the luminance signal cannot 
exceed that of the color carrier, as 
this would result in interference 
between the two. One solution is to 
raise the frequency of the color 
carrier. This is easier said than 
done. The carrier frequency is a 
complex relationship that can be 
expressed by the following equa- 
tion: 

F = W(mm)/P(µm) x T(its) x 103 
(MHz) 

where: 
F = The color carrier frequency, 

expressed in MHz. 
P = Color stripe pitch expressed 

in micrometers. 
W = Effective horizontal scan- 

ning width of the pickup tube, ex- 
pressed in millimeters. 

T = Effective horizontal scan- 
ning period of the pickup tube ex- 
pressed in microseconds. 

By increasing the horizontal 
scanning width and lowering the 
pitch, higher carrier frequencies 
can be achieved. Frequency 
modulated stripe -filter systems 
have seen carrier increases from 
3.6MHz in first -generation 
cameras introduced in 1973, to 
4.3MHz carriers found in today's 
highband tubes. This increase in 
carrier frequency has yielded an 
effective increase in luminance 
resolution from approximately 250 
horizontal lines to 300 horizontal 
lines. This discussion has centered 
on one particular method for pro- 
ducing color from a single tube. 
This method was created from a 
system called interplexing, which 
was developed in the early 1970s 
by Siemen's AG of Germany, and 

introduced in the United States in 
the first color camera available to 
the consumer. Today, the frequen- 
cy multiplex system is used most 
widely for consumer and industrial 
color cameras. 

How the single -tube 
color camera works 

In understanding how a single - 
tube camera can reproduce the 
three primary colors of red, green 
and blue from the stripe filter, it is 
necessary to divide the camera in- 
to the three major sections that 
are responsible for its operation. 
The first is the deflection system 
that in a single -tube camera has 
the dual function of beam scanning 
and creating the color carrier. 

Second are the video processing 
circuits. These circuits include a 
series of filters that separate the 
color carrier into red, blue, YL and 
YH (see Figure 3). The YH 
represents a high -frequency com- 
ponent that the camera uses for 
resolution. The YL is separated 
from the YH signal by means of a 
low pass filter. This lower frequen- 
cy component signal is used by the 
camera to make green. After the 
three primary colors are separated 
from the carrier and individually 
amplified, they are mixed or 
matrixed to create the complete 
range of colors. Matrixing is the 
third major process of the color 
camera (see Figure 4). 

Troubleshooting considerations 
Optics are not considered to be a 

concern during troubleshooting of 
a single -tube video camera as the 
stripe filter is fixed to the 
faceplate of the tube. As a result, 
the key to color reproduction for 
the single -tube camera is the abili- 
ty of the circuits responsible for 
beam transmission to scan the 
stripe filter accurately. Only when 
this occurs will the scanning beam 
produce the center -frequency that 
in turn is used to create color. Any 
distortions in resolving the stripe 
filter will lead to a loss of proper 
color reproduction. These distor- 
tions can be divided into two 
categories. First are those that 
concern beam transmissions such 
as target, beam and focus. Any 
misadjustment in this area will af- 
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The process of creating color 

Pre -amp 

BPF LPF 

Figure 3. The camera electronics per- 
forms amplification, filtering, delay and 
frequency shift to convert the output 
signal from the scanning process into 
color, luminance and resolution informa- 
tion components. 

Figure 4. The color components are 
matrixed to create the complete range of 
colors. 

feet the ability of the camera to see 
the filter. In addition, beam 
transmission problems are not 
always uniform across the tube 
faceplate. Sometimes the lack of 
proper color reproduction can be 
limited to certain areas of the 
raster such as the center or the 
edges of the screen. 

Deflection distortions are the 

second type of problem en- 
countered in color cameras. Even 
if the beam can properly see the 
stripe filter, it must scan it at a 
rate that results in the 
characteristic center -frequency. 
This is the frequency that the 
camera uses to create red and 
blue. Problems in horizontal 
deflection such as size and lineari - 

Overall processing block diagram 

YL (green) 
processing circuit 

YH (resolution) 
processing circuit 

Red 
processing circuit 

Blue 
processing circuit 
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ty will have the greatest effect on 
color reproduction. Problems in 
vertical deflection cause a frequen- 
cy shift within the vertical scan. 
This frequency shift beats against 
the characteristic center frequen- 
cy, which in turn causes a visual 
beat in the picture. 

In both of these cases, the loss of 
the center frequency results in the 
loss of red and blue, as the signal 
required to produce these colors is 
no longer present. The only re- 
maining frequencies are those that 
exist in a wideband below the 
center frequency. These are the 
frequencies that are used to pro- 
duce green. As a result, any distor- 
tion in the reading of the stripe 
filter will cause the output picture 
to turn green. 

All of these adjustments are 
critical to the performance of the 
color camera. Even minor misad- 
justments or distortions can result 
in a low blue signal, which is 
hardest for the single -tube color 
camera to reproduce. The 
resulting output picture lacks the 
unity of red, blue and green signals 
that is required for proper color 
reproduction. 

Signal processing and 
color matrixing 

The signals coming off of the 
target faceplate are a wide range 
of frequencies that result from 
both the colored and clear portions 
of the stripe filter. The modulated 
signal is passed through a band- 
pass filter to separate the center 
carrier for blue and red, and a low- 
pass filter for separating the 
luminance components used for 
resolution and green. 

The red, blue path 
The phase angle created by the 

yellow and cyan stripes results in a 
90° difference between the red 
and blue signals during scanning 
of alternate horizontal lines. The 
band -passed signal is then routed 
through two paths. The first shifts 
the signal by an additional 90°, 
while the second delays the signal 
one horizontal line. The red signal 
will result by taking the sum of the 
delayed and phased shifted 
signals, while the blue will be the 
result of the difference. 

Resolution and green signals 
The YH signal is taken from the 

stripe filter via a low-pass filter 
that cuts off frequencies approx- 
imately 0.5MHz below the carrier 
used for red and blue. The 
resulting signal is processed and 
used to set the luminance, or 
brightness level. Besides being 
used for camera brightness, the 
YH signal passes through an addi- 
tional low-pass filter with a cutoff 
of approximately 0.5MHz. The 
result is the YL signal used to pro- 
duce green. 

The matrix process 
The output of the process cir- 

cuits yields red, blue and green in 
the form of YL and YH. Alone, 
these components only represent 
the three primary colors, along 
with white, which is the mixture of 
equal amounts of the primary col- 
ors, and black, which is the 
absence of color. In order to create 
the full range of colors, it is 
necessary to have primary as well 
as secondary components, such as 
yellow, cyan and magenta. This 
process depends not only on the 
proper amounts of the three 
primary colors, but also the addi- 
tion of combinations of blue and 
green, and red and green. In terms 
of camera signals, these color com- 
binations are know as R-YL and 
B-YL. Any color produced by the 
camera is dependent on the three 
primaries and the combinations of 
R-YL and B-YL. Matrixing is the 
system that mixes red and blue 
with YL to create R-YL and B-YL. 

Theory: the method behind 
the repair 

As with videotape recorders, 
regardless of model or manufac- 
turer the theory behind the basic 
circuits that are responsible for 
creating color is the same. By 
understanding how the system 
works, it is possible to trouble- 
shoot from point to point, using 
the adjustment procedure as a 
guide. In future articles, we will 
develop complete troubleshooting 
and alignment procedures based 
on the theory presented in this ar- 
ticle. In addition, we will review in 
greater depth the use of test equip- 
ment and test charts required to 
effect the repair. 

ESR METER 
CHECKS ELECTROLYTICS 

IN -CIRCUIT 
WITH 99% RELIABILITY 

A great time-saver that's been tested by 3 

magazines and thousands of satisfied 
customers since 1978. 

Ideal for preventive maintenance: 
measures electrolyte dryness & shows up 
intermittent opens. 

60 -day Satisfaction Guarantee 

Send check or M.O. or call 
(313) 435-8916 for COD 

Or write for free brochure to: 

Creative C ectronic3 

ESR Brochure 
1417 N. Selfridge 

Clawson, Mich. 48017 

$120.00 
postpaid 

USA & CAN 
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ATTENTION 

TECHNICIANS 

* JOB OPENINGS 

* MONTHLY TECHNICAL 

TRAINING PROGRAM 

* BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 

TRAINING 

* LOW COST INSURANCE 

* CERTIFICATION 

* TECHNICAL SEMINARS 

All of this in a nonprofit 
international association 
for technicians 

FIND OUT MORE: 

.i/i \ 
1111111111114 

ETA ' 
R.R. 3 Box 564 
Greencastle, IN 46135 
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MX -8 scope multiplexer 
Global Specialties has announced 

the MX -8 scope multiplexer, which 
can be used with any single -or 
dual -channel oscilloscope to 
monitor eight different digital or 
analog circuits simultaneously. 

MX -8 features include: a fre- 
quency range to 5MHz; 40Vpp in- 
put range; analog and digital com- 
patibility, including CMOS and 
overvoltage protection to 100V. It 
comes with an ac adapter, and nine 
E -Z -HOOK probes for quick and 
simple positive connections. 

Circle (75) on Reply Card 

Toolless coaxial connectors 
A recently introduced line of 

coaxial connectors from AMP re- 
quires no special tooling, and can 
be reused at least 25 times. 

These connectors accommodate 
popular cable sizes such as RG58, 
RG59 and RG62 up to RG6U. 
Solid, foam and air dielectric 
cables can be used. The center con- 
tact has a spring member that ac- 
cepts the variation in conductor 
sizes. Maximum jacket size accep- 
table is about 0.275, depending on 
the cable braid thickness because 
the braid is folded back over the 
jacket before insertion of the cable 
into the connector. 

Circle (78) on Reply Card 

For power distribution 
Four power distribution devices 

that provide surge protection and 
EMI/RFI filtering have been in- 
troduced by GC Electronics. These 
include a desk top power console, 
ac/remote power tap, (APU) auto- 
matic power up, and an economy 
surge protector. 

The desk top power console con- 
tains seven ac outlets. Six are con- 
trolled by a master switch and 
have lighted switches for each 
outlet. The seventh outlet is for 
constant use and never needs to be 
turned off. Surge and RFI/EMI 
circuitry adds protection against 
the failure of microchips in expen- 
sive equipment. 

Circle (77) on Reply Card 

Portable 1.0kVA UPS 
A compact electronic 1kVA UPS 

(uninterruptible power system) 
featuring CSA approval is offered 
by Sola, a unit of General Signal. 
The portable UPS is designed to 
incorporate an improved input 
power factor, reduced input noise 
and greater operating efficiency at 
a lower cost. It is available in both 
60Hz and 50Hz models to protect 
sensitive electronics from common 
ac -power problems, including 

blackouts. The unit is designed for 
shelf or 19 -inch cabinet mounting 
and uses two separate dc power 
supplies to power the inverter and 
charge the battery. 

Circle (78) on Reply Card 

Multiuse spudger tool 
Desco Industries has developed a 

molded spudger tool for use in 
electronic assembly or field serv- 
ice. The glass -filled nylon tool of- 
fers economy and long life, and 
will not damage wire or delicate 
surfaces, according to the manu- 
facturer. 

The Spudger originally was in- 
troduced by telephone companies 
for probing and pushing wires and 

connectors around central office 
and field switching blocks. Since 
then it has found many additional 
uses as a wiring aid. 

Circle (79) on Reply Card 

Spike and noise suppressor 
Tripp Lite has announced its 

SpikeBlok. This unit plugs directly 
into an existing outlet and con- 
verts the twin outlet receptable in- 
to six outlets with full noise and 
spike suppression. The SpikeBlok 
has two indicator lights: one to 
show that power is present; the 
other to show that the protection 
circuitry is working. 

Circle (80) on Reply Card 

Digital probe multimeter 
A. W. Sperry Instruments has in- 

troduced the AWS DM -6590 Elec- 
tro -Probe autoranging, digital 
probe multimeter. 

At 63/8"x111/8"x3/4", the DM -6590 
is a miniaturized instrument that 
fits comfortably in the hand and 
contains a built-in probe tip for 
one -hand operation. It is designed 
for reading ac voltage, do voltage 
and resistance in tight, hard -to - 
reach areas such as crowded cir- 
cuit boards. 

Circle (81) on Reply Card 
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Floppy disk alignment program 
Computer Options has released 

FDAP -a utility designed to aid in 
floppy disk drive alignment. Pro- 
grammed for use with Dysan's 
model 208-10 Analog Alignment 
Diskette or equivalent, FDAP 
allows the use of an Apple or com- 
patible computer to control Apple - 
compatible 51/4 -inch disk drives 
(Shugart SA390 or equivalent). 

Written in assembly language, 
FDAP provides a means for posi- 
tioning the heads to any desired 
track, while keeping the drive in 
read mode. Features included are: 
single-keypress command, track - 
zero recalibration, 40 -track capa- 
bility, drive one .or two operation, 
decimal and hexadecimal displays, 
a hysteresis detection aid, and a 
reference index to Dysan's Analog 
Alignment Diskette. 

Circle (82) on Reply Card 

Focal finder for buttonhook feeds 
Precision Satellite Systems an- 

nounces a different type of focal 
finder for buttonhook antennas. 
With the offset design of this focal 
finder (model PS -504), all but- 
tonhooks can be quickly and easily 
checked for accuracy. 

Circle (83) on Reply Card 

Repair printed circuit boards 
Repair of printed circuit boards 

containing SMD components and 

conventional leaded components 
can be accomplished with the Plato 
V-250. Combining the technology 
of Plato's pulsed vacuum with the 
Hot Grips (hot tweezer tool), the 
kit is designed for quick, safe com- 
ponent removal, according to the 
manufacturer. A selection of inter- 
changeable tools is available to 
desolder chips, SOICs, SOTs and 
quad -packs, as well as all conven- 

tional components. Regulated 
temperature, ergonomically de- 
signed hand piece, rapid heat -up 
and spike -free operation are fea- 
tures of the repair kit. 

Circle (84) on Reply Card 

Frequency counters 
Models 7700, 7500 and 7200 fre- 

quency counters from Triplett 
Corporation (a Penril Company) 
provide a selection of economy, ac- 
curacy and versatility. The model 
7200 is a compact 111mm(w)x 
36mm(h)x125mm(d), an econom- 
ical counter capable of 5Hz to 
160MHz measurements with a 
variable gate time for improved 
resolution. It features a 7 -segment 

LED display. 
The model 7500 (10Hz to 150MHz) 

and model 7700 (dual channel - 
Channel A: 10Hz to 100MHz; 
Channel B: 50MHz to 550MHz) 
counters feature period and rpm 
measurement and are suited for 
highly accurate R&D, experi- 
mental and production line usage. 
All of these units feature an 8 -seg- 
ment LED display and include 
TCXO for enhanced accuracy. 

The model 7500 and model 7700 
counters have a floating decimal 
point, leading zero blanking and 
overflow indication. A self -check 
test circuit may be used to verify 
proper counting function. 

Circle (85) on Reply Card 

Satellite pole support 
T -bar Pole Supports manufac- 

tured by Versa -Mount Industries 
are constructed of 11/2 -inch tubular 
steel, in several gauges, with pre - 
welded leg plates, pole brackets 
and pre -drilled installation holes. 
They are built to accommodate 
pole sizes from 23/8 -inches OD to 
41/2 -inches OD. 

With these supports, earth sta- 
tion antenna mounting positions 
may be selected on earth, wood 
decking, cement patio and flat or 
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pitched roofs. Pole plumb prob- 
lems caused by continuous earth 
movement may be resolved with 
adjustable leg levelers. Stable 
3 -point support for dish sizes up to 
10 -foot diameter may be achieved, 
according to the manufacturer. 

Circle (86) on Reply Card 

Cable tester 
The Instrumentation Products 

Division of Beckman Industrial 
Corporation has added the RS- 
232C Easy CableTester to its com- 
munications product line. It is in- 
tended for identifying cable con- 

figurations and testing new cables. 
Designated the model 715, this 

hand-held test instrument enables 
the technician installing data 
transmission systems to verify 
that the cable is configured proper- 
ly before installation. With a 
special feature, using the optional 
remote indicator, the cable also 
can be tested after installation, 
even if each end is in a different 
location. 

Circle (87) on Reply Card 

General-purpose wiper 
A general-purpose wiper de- 

signed for precision industrial and 
scientific cleaning needs has been 
developed by The Texwipe Com- 
pany. 

Called Omni -Wipe, the wipers 
combine the strength and ab- 
sorbency of low particulating 
natural fibers with the durability 
and solvent compatibility of poly- 
propylene. The result is a wiper 
that, according to the manufac- 
turer, will not degrade when used 
with acids or strong solvents, can 
be used on rough surfaces without 
linting or abrading, and features 

low particle generation, low ex - 
tractables and high absorbency. 

This optimum blend of wiper 
characteristics has been achieved 
through a technique called heat en- 
tanglement -a process that in- 
timately bonds two types of fiber 
to act as a single, new fiber. 

Circle (88) on Reply Card 

Surface -mount Grabber 
ITT Pomona Electronics has in- 

troduced a test clip that adapts to 
the 0.05 -inch centers of surface - 
mounted devices. The SMD Grab- 
ber test clip, model 5243, features 
gold plated stainless steel con- 
tacts. The contacts are designed so 
that the clips can fit side by side 
either on gull wing or J leaded 
devices such as SOIC, SOJ, SOT 
and PCC/PLCC chip carriers. 

The nylon plastic body of this 
test clip comes in 10 colors, 
facilitating simultaneous testing of 
different points on the circuit 
board. 

Designed without wire attached 
for do-it-yourself flexibility, the 
device also will be available on 
patch cords, cable assemblies and 
cable breakouts. 

Circle (89) on Reply Card 

Pocket inspection microscope 
SAT Inc. (a Spirig company) 

presents self -illuminated pocket 
microscopes about the size of a 
long and slender pack of ciga- 
rettes. They weigh 41/2 ounces and 
provide a clear 30 -power mag- 
nification with the Spirig-30, or a 
100 -power magnification with the 
Spirig-100 model 

Circle (90) on Reply Card 

Anti -static solder pump 
Oryx has released an anti -static 

solder pump. 
The unit was developed in 

response to the specific re- 
quirements of an electronics 
manufacturer. Requirements were 
for low resistance between the 
desoldering tip and the operator to 
ensure static -free operation. The 
simple mechanical design uses ad- 
vanced materials, with a carbon 
loaded PTFE tip and aluminum 
body with conductive plating. This 
enables a typical resistance of 
10k12 between tip and operator. 

Circle (91) on Reply Card Mew 

Answers 
to the Quiz 

See questions, page 51 

1. D. When the voltage goes up 
the resistance of the VDR goes 
down. The low resistance of the 
VDR protects the speaker. 

2. D. A decoupling filter and a 
low frequency compensating net- 
work have the same configuration. 
To answer the question you would 
have to know the values of the 
components. You would look for a 
low value of resistance (about 
10052) if it is a decoupling filter. 

3. B. Remember that gain and 
bandwidth are tradeoffs. A 
degenerative feedback reduces the 
gain, so it increases the band- 
width. 

4. C. The pilot signal is sent from 
the station. Its frequency is dou- 
bled and the resulting signal is 
reinserted so that demodulation of 
the L - R signal can take place. 

5. D. 

6. D. There is no harmonic con- 
tent in a pure sine wave. 

7. C. Partition noise occurs 
whenever a charge carrier has a 
choice of two paths as it moves 
through an amplifying component. 
There is no choice of paths in a 
MOSFET. 

8. B. The gain is lowered and the 
bandwidth is increased when the 
feedback resistance is lowered. 

9. A. Both high and low frequen- 
cies would be affected by an incor- 
rect capstan speed. 

10. A. This is one way to define 
pink noise. 
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Photofact 
dhämädiAjiä4K AAAm+sAAIMädll 

The Photofact folders for TV receivers and other 
equipment have been released by Howard W. Sams 
& Company since the last report in ES&T. 

JVC 
C-2055, C-2065 2363-1 

JCPenney 
685-2095-00 2362-1 

JCPenney 
685-2110-00/-10/-20 2364-1 

PANASONIC 
CT -9012/A, CT -9022/A 2365-1 

PANASONIC 
TR -5046R 2367-1 

PANASONIC 
CTF-2521/24/30/51 R/52R/54R/56R/57R/58R/59R 
PC -26L30/51 R/52R/56R/57R/58R 2366-1 

QUASAR 
CHASSIS ADC127 2364-2 

QUASAR 
CHASSIS AELDC110F 2368-1 

PRODUCTION CHANGE BULLETIN 
RCA 
EKR332W, EKR330WA 2365-3 

SANYO 
52C200 2367-2 

SEARS 
564.42540450 2362-2 

SEARS 
564.42420450,564.42420451 2363-2 

SEARS 
564.49110450/451/452 2366-2 

TOSHIBA 
CHASSIS TAC8432, TAC8436 2365-2 

TOSHIBA 
CHASSIS TAC8311, TAC8312, TAC8371 2368-2 

Computerfact 
C. ITOH 
1550BCD CP14 

IBM 
PC jr. 4860 CSCS8 

IBM-PC 
COLOR MONITOR 

TESTER 
MONTEST C15 

will allow you to test and 
align an IBM-PC color monitor 

in ten minutes. 6x7 cross 
hatch pattern *full raster 
any of 15 colors onsite 

testing *convergence *color 
purity & balance 

90 -day warranty 
S 169.95 

6111111 Network 
- - Technologies r U Incorporated PATENT PENDING 

216-543-1646 Box 203, Chagrin Falls OH 44022 

Circle (16) on Reply Card 

Troubleshooting Tips Wanted 

Electronic Servicing and Technology 
needs additional consumer -product 
Troubleshooting Tips. Most types of 
case histories are suitable, especially 
those with unique, puzzling or 
misleading symptoms. 

List the brand, model and Photofact 
number followed by a narrative telling 
the original conditions or symptoms, 
the various troubleshooting steps, and 
the components replaced to restore the 
original performance. Please include a 
simple hand -drawn schematic of the 
stage that has a defect. 

$10 will be paid for each 
Troubleshooting Tips published. Your 
name and city will be listed, unless you 
ask to remain anonymous. 

Send all Troubleshooting Tips to: 

Troubleshooting Tips Department 
Electronic Servicing and Technology 
P.O. Box 12901 
Overland Park, KS 66212 
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A.W. Sperry Instruments introduces 

The 
the 3'/2 digit price. 

Another A.W. Sperry Instruments first. 
combines the precision of 4'/2 digit readings 
wanted features you've been looking for. We've e 
built-in frequency counter (up to 200KHz)! With 9 functio 
33 ranges, the AWS DM -7010's expanded capability can't 

And that's not all! Included among the special functions bull 
into the DM -7010's small, self-contained housing are: conducta 
diode test and an instant audible continuity check. The DM -701 
has a basic DC Volt accuracy of 0.05% and loads of built-in 
safety features. 

You'd expect to pay $300 or more for an instrument boasting this 
kind of performance, yet the AWS DM -7010 can be yours for a low 
$170! Now there's no need to pay more for the accuracy and qual- 
ity you need in a DMM. 

For more information, call your distributor or A.W. Sperry Instru- 
ments, Inc., P.O. Box 9300, Smithtown, N.Y. 11787.800-645-5398 
Toll -Free (N.Y., Hawaii, Alaska call collect 516-231-7050). 

& 10,,.., 9 
Aw= D11-7050 

A.W. SPERRY INSTRUMENTS INC. 
The Measurable Advantage. 

Circle (22) on Reply Card 

Readers' Exchange 
v v V 

For Sale: Sencore equipment-TF 30 Super Cricket transistor checker; 
CG169 deluxe color generator; CR161 cathode ray tube tester; TF17A 
transistor FET checker; FS134 field strength meter; CB41 CB Automatic 
Performance tester; Sams Photofact folders, 1781 to 1810. Call 
201-231-1760 and ask for George. 

For Sale: Canadian RCLs, 187 to 238, in binders, excellent condition; 
Tekfax schematics 1549 to present; Tekfax manuals, 112 to 115; assorted 
service manuals-Electrohome, CGE, RCA, Zenith; all, $400 plus shipping, 
or best offer. Tom Bundros, 3545 Godfrey, Gilroy, CA 95020; 408-848-2602. 

For Sale: (Closing TV -CB shop)-Sencore VA48, used three times, pur- 
chased new, $700; Lampkin 107e, used very little, purchased new, $1500; 
CB42 analyzer, $700. Send s.a.s.e. for list of other equipment. All excellent 
condition: CB and television AR and TR, MHF Sams Photofacts. Vic 
Veselka, 3212 Cholla Way, Orlando, FL 32808; 305-298-4107. 

Wanted: UHF/VHF tuner subber, ac/dc, working condition, fair price. For 
Sale: Sams Photofact folders 601 to 879, 60 cents each, you pay postage. 
David M. Muratore, 27 Clark View Road, New Windsor, NY 12550; 
914-562-2805. 

Wanted: Complete remote control system (transmitter and receiver with 
manuals) for Heathkit color television GR -2001. Will pick up if near Los 
Angeles area. James L. Young, 5922 Lorelei Ave., Lakewood, CA 90712; 
213-925-5802. 

For Sale: B&K 1077B analyst, B&K 1460 oscilloscope, Sencore FC -45 with 
PR47 and NE206. $150 each, or $400 for all. New TV tubes, 500 for $450. 
J.R. Young, Box 243, Greenlawn, NY 11740. 

Wanted: For VCR servicing-tape tension and spindle gauge, video test 
tape, VHS or Beta. Also Panasonic 12 -inch picture tube No. A26JAS31X. 
Ed Herbert, 410 N. Third St., Minersville, PA 17954. 

Wanted: Two books-"Modern CB Radio Servicing," by Marvin Hobbs; 
"Transistor Radio Servicing Made Easy," by Wayne Lemons. Mint condi- 
tion only; will pay any reasonable price. John L. Wingfield, Box 685, 210 N. 
5th, Cedaredge, CO 81413; 303-856-6341. 

Wanted: Old radio advertising material, especially RCA metal signs, neon 
signs and clocks. Jeff Lendaro, 5516 E. Fjord, Indianapolis. IN 46250. 

For Sale: ET -3200 digital trainer with digital techniques course, in two 
binders, $75, plus shipping; Wanted: EICO signal tracer, model 150 or 
model 147. Also bench -type DMM. Send prices and condition. Calvin Logue 
Jr., 17J Washington Lane, Westminister, MD 21157. 

Wanted: NRI TV/video servicing courses and equipment; NRI computer, 
microprocessor course and equipment. Reasonably priced. Joseph Wegner 
Jr., P.O. Box 262. Glendale, CA 91209. 

For Sale: Teletype model 33, clean and in perfect condition, includes box of 
paper and box of tape. Best offer. R. Garcia, 2784 Fairway Drive. 
Kelseyville, CA 95451; 707-279-1938. 

For Sale: B&K TV analyst, 1077B with manual and cords, mint condition, 
$325; Electronic Servicing & Technology, August 1970 to August 1984; 
Electronic Technician/Dealer March 1976 to March 1982, make offer; serv- 
iceable modules for all makes of televisions, $2 each. A. Orjias, 1650 Air- 
port Road, Montrose, CO 81401; 303-249-4995. 

Wanted: Sams AR manuals -1 to 18, 21, 22, 24, 26 to 29, 31, 32, 34, 38 to 
40, 42 to 47, 50, 51, 53 to 64, 66 to 78, 80 to 89, 105 to 114, 116 to 121, 123 
to 140, 142 to 147, 149 to 154, 156 through present. Jerry Keelin, 409 S. 
Oklahoma St., Shamrock, TX 79079. 

Wanted: Model 11SP22 picture tube, new or used. Also Don Bosco 
stethotracer and/or accessories. Murray's Repair Service, 8842 Grange 
Hill Road, Sauquoit, NY 13456; 315-737-7192. 

Needed: Hickock model 661 color bar generator. J.G. Shoemaker. 600 
First St., Leechburg, PA 15656. 

For Sale: Radio and TV tubes-very old, old and recent types. Send list of 
tubes needed for quote; minimum shipment, $10. Ted Youngman, 2225 Vigo 
St., Lake Station, IN 46405. FEW 
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Continued from page 14 

Melted wiring and burned areas of the circuit board are common after lightning has 
reached a TV receiver via the power line or antenna lead. Check all circuit boards 
carefully for such damage. 

could be heard. However, the 
flyback was not responsible in this 
ease. Instead, the focus lead to the 
picture tube was arcing against a 
small metal shield. 

Other kinds of arcing and cur- 
rent leakage can occur following 
lightning damage to a circuit 
board as shown, above left, that 
might remove some of the copper 
wiring or splatter carbon across 
the board to cause shorts. It is wise 
to examine these circuit boards for 
any signs of lightning damage, and 
make repairs before it causes 
multiplied problems. 

Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 75 
cents per word, each insertion, and must be accom- 
panied by payment to insure publications. 

Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word. 

Minimum classified charge is $15.00. 

For ads on which replies are sent to us for forwarding 
(blind ads), there is an additional charge of $25.00 per 
insertion to cover department number, processing of 
replies, and mailing costs. 

Classified columns are not open to advertising of any 
products regularly produced by manufacturers unless 
used and no longer owned by the manufacturer or 
distributor. 

FOR SALE 
AUTOMOBILE RADIO and tape replacement parts. 
Delco, Chrysler, Philco-Ford, Motorola, Panasonic and 
many others. Large inventory. Laran Electronics, Inc., 
3768 Boston Road, Bronx, NY 10469. (212) 881-9600. 
National (800) 223-8314, NY State (800) 446-4430. 

1-85-tf n 

BOOTLEGGERS BIBLE for CB Modification $12.95, CB 
Radio Repair $10.95. Linear Amplifier Planbook 
$14.95, kits, etc. Catalog $1.00 refundable-APS, POB 
263 Newport, R.I.02840 401-846.5627. 12-84-tfn 

SCRAMBLED TELEVISION, encoding/decoding. New 
book. Theory/circuits, $9.95 plus $1 shipping. Work- 
shop, Box 393ES, Dept. E, Bethpage, NY 11714. 

1.85-tfn 

Tripler problems 
A leaky tripler -rectifier unit can 

load the flyback enough to cause 
shutdown in those models that 
monitor the flyback/CRT current. 
Sometimes the line fuse will blow 
or the breaker will trip simul- 
taneously with the shutdown. 
Tripler arcing can be erratic: At 
times, the arcing will be strong 
enough to be heard inside the 
tripler but not severe enough to ac- 
tivate shutdown. This will help 
locate the arc. 

A partial check of a tripler can 
be made by disconnecting the trip - 

TV TROUBLE ANALYSIS TIPS. Over 300 symptoms/ 
remedies by circuit area; tough ones over the years. 
Save time and money. Send $12.50 to CHAN TV, 8151 

Grandview Rd., Chanhassen, MN 55317. 1-85-tfn 

SONY -PANASONIC- RCA -ZENITH EXACT RE- 

PLACEMENT PARTS -SONY PARTS AND TRINI- 
TRON SPECIALISTS. LARGE INVENTORIES. CALL 
516-678-1700 OR WRITE WITH PART NEEDED. 
GREEN -TELE -RADIO, 172 SUNRISE HIGHWAY, 
ROCKVILLE CENTER, NY 11570. 1-85-tfn 

MAKE TELEPHONE answering machine servicing 
simple & professional. Without tying up your phone 
lines, our ring simulator will activate any machine on 
the market. You can hear the outgoing message, give 
your message, and also have the availability to check 
machines that have remote capability. Send your 
check for $85.00 made payable to PSI, INC, to cover 
cost of machine shipping and handling or call (201) 
845-6669. PSI, Inc. is located at: 34, Route 17 North, 
Paramus, New Jersey 07652. 4.84-tf n 

INDIVIDUAL PHOTOFACT FOLDERS (Not sets) #1 to 
#1400. $3.00 first-class postpaid. Loeb, 414 Chestnut 
Lane, East Meadow, NY 11554. 8.85-5t 

ELECTRON TUBES -Radio, TV & Industrial 
Types -Huge Inventory. CALL TOOL FREE (800) 
221-5802 or Write Box ESC TRANSLETERONIC, INC., 
1365 39th St., Brookyln, NY 11218, (718) 633-2800. 

10-85-31 

PICTURE FLYER LISTS quality electronic surplus 
parts at low prices. Since 1970. Send for the last 3 
issues now. Star-Tronics, Box 683, McMinnville, OR 
97128. 10-85-3t 

TV TROUBLESHOOTING: Over 70 illustrated prob- 
lems -solutions of difficult repairs. Also, 12 steps to 
easier TV repair. Send $12.00 to Jones, 407 Morning - 
bird Court, Niceville, Florida32578. 7-85-61 

CABLE CONVERTERS. Lowest price. Dealer inquiries 
accepted. Quantity Discounts. FREE CATALOG. P.G. 
Video Corp, 61 Gatchell St., Dept. ES&T, Buffalo, NY 
14212. 5-85-tfn 

ler's input wire (that connects to 
the flyback HV winding). Then, by 
holding the plastic screwdriver's 
well -insulated handle, touch with 
the metal blade the HV wire from 
the flyback. Expect at least a 
1/4 -inch arc. Alternatively, the re- 
ceiver should go into shutdown if 
the defect proves not to be the 
tripler. 

Some defective tripiers arc 
through the plastic case to chassis 
ground. That is reason enough for 
replacement. After several 
minutes of operation, turn off the 
power and feel the temperature of 
the tripler case. A normal tripler 
operates cool; a leaky tripler often 
becomes warm. Replace any 
triplers that operate warm or hot. 

The various suggestions for test 
sequences should be sufficient to 
locate any shutdown problems or 
horizontal problems that imitate 
shutdown. Of special importance 
are the two suggestions to reduce 
the line voltage for tests and to 
study the complete schematic to 
find unexpected interconnections 
between the usual circuits and 
start-up or shutdown 
systems. aStlre 

SAMS PHOTOFACTS, 850 to 2100. $3 each, receiving 
tubes, modules, servicing equipment. Call 
313-689-9207. 

12-85-1t 

RCA WT333B CRT checker/rejuvenator. Mint, $200.00. 
PH 702-456-9048. 12-85-1t 

REPAIR OF ZENITH circuit board 9 -160 -all; with dud 
exchange $33.00. One year guarantee. Kinirral Elec- 
tronics, 68-26 64th Place, Glendale, N.Y. 11385, (718) 
366-3859. 12.8.5-3t 

MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE 
1000 PLUS REVERSE engineered commercial equip- 
ment schematics for sale in 27 categories including 
CAN, videogame, radar detector, burglar alarm. Send 
LARGE S.A.S.E. with your field of interest for category 
list and specific Items in your field. Bomarc Services, 
Box 1113, Casper, Wyoming 82602. 12-85.11 

HELP WANTED 

CAMERAVIDEO Technicians needed. Top pay and 
benefits for well trained and experienced technicians 
who are expert with consumer and/or industrial 
cameras and VCR's. Training by manufacturers such 
as Sony, Hitachi, Panasonic, etc., are necessary for 
job experience. Come to sunny Florida and enjoy your 
work & leisure time. Write or call ATLANTIC ELEC- 
TRONICS INC., 1881 NE 26 St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
33305. (305) 564-8274 10 AM to 6:30 PM. Ask for Dave or 
Joe. 8-85-tfn 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

TELEVISION REPAIR SHOP for sale, Orcutt, Califor- 
nia, 70 miles north of Santa Barbara, next to 
Vandenberg A.F.B. Located on main street of town at 
central cross street. Bldg. cost $185,000. Cost of good 
will $35,000. Parts and equipment available separately 
if necessary. Come out to the country and enjoy life. 
Call George after 5 p.m. or on weekends. 805-937-2700. 

12-85-1t 
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NEW IDEAS FOR THE 
HOBBYIST IN A UNIQUE 
MAGAZINE/NEWSLETTER 
FORMAT. FREE DETAILS. 

AF PUBLISHING 
Dept. S12, PO Box 524 
So. Hadley, MA 01075 

Circle (17) on Reply Card 

DANDY-DAPTER'e 

PATENTED CR1 ADAPTER - Don buy another socket for your 
CRT Tester' This is the Only way you can win the Socket 
War' Guaranteed to fit your tester & allow 
you to test/clean/restore ANY Color, 
B/W, Projection, Scope or Camera CRTs. 
Visa/M-Card. Checks. CODs. New Low 
Price $59 95 (We pay UPS) 1(800) 
331.9658 DANDY ELECTRONICS. 2323 
GIBSON MUSKOGEE, OK 14403 
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TV VCR's Otsca 
Cameras digital 

Audio TVRO's 
Computers 

Telephone products 

+ much more 

edition 
The new 5th edition 
of Tech's Guide to 
Pricing is a step by 
step succession of 
progressive pricing 
tiers by product 
category... a total- 
ly new concept, a 
formula that guar- 
antees success... 

FREE with order.. 36 page 
booklet. .filled with ideas. 
answers to questions 
you won't find in any 
other publication! 

For details call 1.800.228.4338 
Mon/Fri 8/5 C.S.T. 

You won't be disappointed! 
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TECHNICIANS 41 
--My 1 man shop grossed '2.500 monthly until I 

adopted the ECS SUCCESS PLAN. I now gross 
'250 000 yearly on service only and have S techs 

my new 14 000 sq. It. shop. The best part ,s I 

only work 40 hours o week. 
THE ECS SUCCESS PLAN Is The Best Investment 
I ve Ever Mode. -- 

Richard Duran 
Electronics Shop Owner Tech 

ELECTRONICS SENEICE CONSULTANTS 

"WE 'CAROM IOU CAN SUCCEED" ,. 
FREE INFO ON C.N.N. CROONS 

214-657.7328 (24 HRS.) 
A DIV. OF VISAR INTERNATIONAL INC. 

+ 
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Use ES&T 
classified 

ads 

Reader 
Service 
Number 

Page 
Number 

17 A.F. Publishing Co. ..64 
12 Beckman Industrial 

Corp 49 

14 Creative 
Electronics 57 

18 Dandy Mfg. Co. 64 

Diehl Engineering 25 

Diehl 
Engineering .16A -16B 

Diehl 
Engineering .24A -24B 

Diehl 
Engineering ....16-17 

6 Digitron Electronic 13 

2 E -Z -Hook BC 

ETA 57 

4 Fluke, John Mfg. 
Co., Inc. 5 

1 MCM Electronics 1 

3 NAP Consumer 
Electronic Corp....15 

NATESA 59 

N ES DA 27,43 

16 Network 
Technologies, 
Inc. 61 

8 Optima Electronics 27 

13 Projector Recorder 
Belt Corp. 55 

5,7,21 Howard W. Sams & Co. 
Inc. 11,21,IBC 

22 Sperry AW 
Instruments, Inc... 62 

19 Sperry Tech, Inc. ....64 
10 Tentel 45 

11 Test Probes, Inc. 45 

20 Visar International 
Inc. 64 

9 Wahl Clipper Corp. 43 

Zenith IFC 

Bus. Opportunity (Cont.) 

COLORADO. Established Television Sales and Ser- 
vice, southeast Denver. Authorized Sony, RCA, Zenith, 
Magnavox, (303) 741-3483. 12-85-2t 

MID COAST MAINE Electronic repair shop for sale. 
House, shop, van and all equipment $84,000. Call or 
write Dolphin Electronics, Route 90, West Rockport, 
ME 04865,207-236-9074. 12-85-11 

3 HOURS FROM SAN FRANCISCO! Town of paradise 
in pine forested foothills. Electronic repair business. 
Building/shop/equipment/7 room resident with large 
garden. $165K, (916) 872-1962. 12-85-tfn 

EDUC.-INSTRUCTION 
UNIVERSITY DEGREES! Economical home study for 
Bachelor's, Master's, Doctorate, Prestigious faculty 
counsels for independent study and life experience 
credits. Free information -Richard Crews, M.D. (Har- 
vard), President, Columbia Pacific University, 1415 
Third St., Dept. 2B80, San Rafael, CA 194901; Toll 
Free -800/227-0119; California: 800/552-5522; or 
415/459-1650. 10-85-3t 

SAVE 
TIME 
For fast, accurate 
service, please 
remove the Peel -Off 
Label (which is used 
to address your 
magazine) and affix it 
to the Reader Service 
Card, the Address 
Change Card, or to 
any correspondence 
you send us regarding 
your subscription. 

Use 
ES&T 
Postcards 
For 
Quick 
Response. 
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Self -serve servicing 
The less time you spend servicing 
computers, the more you can 
handle, the more income you can 

generate. Especially when you use Sam's 
COMPUTERFACTST.M 

With COMPUTERFACTS, you have all the 
information you need to service computers 
and peripherals. And Sams has made it 
simple with detailed schematics and parts 
data for even the most intricate computer 
repairs. Our exclusive CircuiTrace® and 
GridTraceTM photo -diagrams clearly 
identify and locate every component. 

For simple computer mainte- 
nance and troubleshooting, Sams 
Troubleshooting & Repair Guides 
provide a problem -solution approach 
to servicing with flowcharts explain- 
ing each procedure step-by-step. 

Together they make computer 

servicing quick and easy. And that makes 
you more money. 

Help yourself to greater profitability with 
Sams service data. Ask your Sams dealer or 
distributor for details. 

Commodore 64TM Troubleshooting & 
Repair Guide, No. 22363, $18.95 
IBM® PC Troubleshooting & Repair Guide, 
Na. 22358, $18.95 

Apple®11 Plus/Ile Troubleshooting & Repair 
Guide, No. 22353, $19.95 
Commodore 1541 Disk Drive 7oubleshooting 
& Repair Guide, No. 22470, $19.95 

Over 30 COMPUTERFACTS available for Apple, 
ATARI® Commodore, Epson® Hitachi® IBM, 
Osborne® Panasonic® Rana Elite, Sanyoe 
Texas Instruments and Zenith® 

800-428-SAMS 
Ask for Operator 182. 
In Indiana, call 317-298-5566 

sefflagirammamoramorm 
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. 
A Subsidiary of Macmillan, Inc. 
4300 West 62nd Street 
Indianapolis, IN 46268 
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Components arc' Adaptors 

t 'if 
1 b., 

P-25 Plug -On Pico Hock 

Nail -Clip. Harnessing 

I 

\ 911, 

' Coax Cable/Patco Cord Assemolies Tap -A -Dip 14 & 16 Pin Test Coonactors 

SIGNAL ACCURACv 
12,000 Reasons Why Industry Relies on E -Z HOL 

Choose from over 12,000 standard test accessory products for an 
immediate solution tc your application. They're engineered to assure 
a reliable contact or connection for any testing, hook-up or assembly 
task. And E -Z HOOK car ship what you reed in 48 hours or less. 

For a quick, economical answer to your testing needs, ask for our 
112 -page catalog of Electronic Test Accessories. It's free. Arad reliable. 

E -Z HOOK, A Division of Tek.test. inc., 225 North Second Ave., Acacia CA 91006 
P.O. Box 450, (818) 446-6175. TWX 910-582-1614. 
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